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PART I:

INTRODUCTION

T

This report is an addendum to DP/TCDC/RAF/11, dated
10th September,

1976,

with EP/TCDG/RAF/n .
with that report.

and has the same terms...q£ reference

It

It is

should,

therefore,"be read as one

stressed that the conclusions and

recommendations contained therein apply mutatis mutandfs
and this

one.too,.

This, report, wa.js... prepared by three *

separate missions between December; -1977,™ and February,

1973.

The countries it covers are as follows:
I.

West Africa:
Niger;

II.

III.

Gambia;

Sierra

Peoples Republic

Central Africa:

Chad;

of Benin;

Gabon;

Eastern and Southern Africa:
and Swaziland.

Leone;

Upper Volta;

and Togo.

Burundi

and Rwanda.

Somalia; Uganda;

L

«

-

\
PART II.:.-

I.

The

(a)

2

-

..--SUMMARY OP.-FIKDIHSS

Gambia

Government polioy -machinery for technicalpromotion and .priority areas

The Gambia, ;an enclave inside Senegalese'■•territory, has
only one access route to the outside, the Atlantic Ocean.

Its geography makes co-operation with' Senegal a prority.
Its-history, which has led to the Gambia's membership
of the Commonwealth, imposes on it close co-operation with
the English-speaking countries of Africa.
■■■■.*

It is in this light, both geographical and historical,
that the Gambia's .policy of co-operation should be viewed.,. .
v

It was long thought that this country, which was
regarded as a historical accident, would in the fairly long
term have to merge with Senegal to form Senegambia.
A United
Nations mission had concluded in favour of this project.
**>

Economic co-operation was considered as a step towards
economic integration, which in turn was to lead to political
uniono
All factors appeared to militate in favour of a
merger of the two States.
The peoples living in the two
countries belong to the same ethnic groups, speak, the same
vernacular languages,.and often even belong to the same
families.
One might almost say that the Sene-Gambian nation
exists.
But that it lives in two separate States, Senegal
and the Gambia.
The cultures imported by coloniztion,. English and French,
created administrative, political, psychological barriers,
above all among the intellectual elites, which are hampering
and holding back political integration.

Senegalo-Gambian co-operation shows the impact of the
linguistic obstacle on the development of co-operation of
amort*? several

countrieso

It appears that the idea of a merger between the Gambia
and Sono^n,! ic losing ground in the Gambia,

9

i
At all

events,

the Gnmbia plans to

diversify its- partners.

Despite its small population (about 500,000 inhabitants) and
the size of its territory (10,400 km2), the Gambia follows a

very dynamic foreign policy.
It maintains close co-operation
with.the neighbouring French-speaking countries, such as Guinea,
Mali and also with the neighbouring Portuguese-speaking countries,
such as Guinea-Bissau, the Cape Verde Islands,
It has recently
expanded its co-operation with the Arab world, particularly
Libya, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait°
.

Gambian co-operation takes place first and foremost in
the agricultural sector, with a view to diversifying production,
in the field, of infrastructure in order to open up the country,
in the field of training and education,,
Tourism is an
expanding sector and is also an area "of co-operation with the
African countries which have developed the tourist industry.

(b)
1.

Joint projects

The Gambia belongs to a number of intergovernmental

organizations,

..

such as the Community of West African States

(ECOWAS), the, African Government Council, the West African

Rice Development Association (WARDA).

2.
The Gambia is also part <«f the West African Examination
Council, grouping together English-speaking countries, which
seeks to harmonize diplomas, define the content of diplomas,
of higher education of the civil service and also to define
the criteria for passing from primary education to secondary
education,

3The Gambia is a member of the Medical College for West
Africa grouping together English-speaking countries such as
Nigeria:,;-Ghana, Liberia, etc., which is a decentralized
university.
Each member country has a department corresponding
to a medical field in which it specializesThe Gambia, for
example, is the location of the technology laboratoryo
4*
The Gambia co-operates with other African countries in
research on malaria, through the energy medical research: council,

5-

Senegalo-Gambian agreement;

This is the

Gambia's

'

principal co-operation agreement,
The instrument for this,
co-operation is the Sene-Gambian secretariat, located in ;-

Banjul, whose Executive Secretary is SenegaleseThe purpose
of the agreement is to expand co-operation between the two;;V
countries in the most varied fields, to harmonize economic : '•
policies, to promote the establishment of a common market, *'
i.e., economic integration, and in time political integrationThe main sectors covered by this co-operation are the cultural

-

4-

•

sector, the.agricultural sector and the infrastructure sector,
the tourism sector,
'
' ,
■
,.
.
"'-.

(i) JIn the field of.culture, the two countries co-operate

'

.

.,'■
;;
r| "-'■

'

:

(ii)
_

.'.

in the preparation and "broadcasting, of, radio programmes.

Senegalese television Covers the Gambia.
students attend the University of Dakarstudents are sent to the Gambia;
*'

&ambian:
Senegalese,

In the field of infrastructure, the main task'is the'

improvement of the Dakar-Ziguinchor road, . The. Gambians
'■ ' arc to .loaintain the part of this road on their, territory,

iV

'-"In addition,1' an agreement has been..concluded for the.

-; ;

construction by the Gambia; of abridge over the river
which will permit faster
and easier links between .the
: two countries.
At present, the trip from Senegal to.
Banjul requires crossing the Gambia by ferry.
This
means of transport provides the Gambia with substantial
income.
Senegal will have to o-ffsetHihe loss arising
from the construction of the bridge;

(iii)

-In the field of agriculture, the two.countries/,-whpse,
principal product is.,ground-nuts, are co-operating in
research on ground-nuts at the 'Bambey (Senegal)

:. ;

-■

Centre, in particular,

in making and distributing

equipment for animal-draVvn cultivation.

The" Gambia. •.

( purchases agricultural equipmeht from t^xe Soci^tS v .

;/ industrielle seriegalaise. de construction de matiriel .
agricole (StSCOMA)-, in Senegal,, and sends trainees
to the firm;

(iv)
'■

' ■

"

:

In the field.of tourism, the two countries are seeking

to harmonize their policies, to promote
.-'■.- ■
visits to the other country by tourists visiting one
of the countries.
Tourists,, from Senegal visiting, the
Gambia, are obliged to' spend at least one night there,

In parallel to the Sene-Gambian secretariat, the two
countries have set up,another co-operation arrangement^ the
River Gambia Development Commission, , This commission plans
to encourage the expansion of agricultural production through
irrigation^of an area of. 1 50,000 .hectares, thus making i£ ■•■
possible to produce electricity at;"-l«w- -eosjtr.—:Ppr-:-that- purpose
it is planned to build .two dams, one at Kekriti.in the Gambia
and the other at Sambangoulou in eastern Senegal.
The cost of
the operation is reported to be ^200 million and several sources
of finance have already been approached, namely the African ■

Development Bank (ADB), the European Development Fund (E33F),
the Kuwait- Banlc for Arab Development,

other. Arab banks, V

" 5 ■

f

The Sambangou.lou dam will supply Senegal with the
electricity required for the development of the Faleme
iron ore mines,,
t
.

The Kekriti dam,

which is to be constructed by Senegal,

appears less viable for the country and is a concession to
the
Gambia to offset the construction of the bridge.
The

Gambia regards this project as a .way of._c_ombating .pollution
of the river Gambia by salt water from the Atlantic.
The
construction of the dam will also lead to the creation of an
artificial lake which might extent onto Gambian territory.

6.

Co-operation with the other French-speaking and
countries
of

the

(i)

in Africa

The Gambia is co-operating with Mali through the

Mali-Gambia Commission.

It is planned to construct

a railway Banjul Tambacounda,
between Banjul and Bamako;

(ii)

south

Sahara'

providing a link

Co-operation between the Gambia and Guinea is
firsts and^ foremost in .t&e. cultural

(iii)' ' TheTmain co-operation project with Guinea-Bissau
■

1»

is the construction of the Bamako-Bignoma-Bissau
road8

Co-operation with the English-speaking countries in
Africa

south of the Sahara

This co-operation occurs first and foremost in the field
of education and training.
The Gambia sends students to almost
all English-speaking African countriesHowever, Gambian
students are particularly numerous
in Nigeria, Gahana, Liberia
and Sierra Leone.
They are studying in nearly all disciplines.
The scholarships are generally financed by the Commonwealth
Fund,
In the field of livestock raising, mention may be made
of the supply of cattle by the Gambia to Ghana and Nigeria.
Within the framevtfork of the development of the Gambia, .Ghan*
Airways and Nigerian Airways have scheduled stopovers at Banjul,

8.

Co-operation with the Arab countries

(i)

Co-operation between the Gambia and Libya, although

very recent;

is

expanding rapidly,,

It

covers

principally the field of transport.
A Libya-Gambia,
transport company.has been set up.
Fifty-one per
cent of the income of the firm is paid to Libya,
the remaining 49 per cent going to the Gambia0

(i)

:

■

(ii)

.

.

:

(c)

The. establishment of an Islamic university
is planned, as part

(i)

Egypt, etc.,
... trainings

.

II•

,

in the field of education and
...

....

_

,

■

■

.

'.

Saudi Arabia and Kuwait provide financial
assistance to the Gambia.
countries are maintaining
and built

(ii)

co-operation;

The Gambia also co-cperatss'with Algeria,

Assistance received

.

•

of this

. These two
■ ■■
..
1 50. miles of roads

the new airport j ■

The people's Republic of China provides ;the

Gambia with agricultural assistance," Especially
in rice cultivation,.
sports complex.

It is

constructing a
.

Sierra Leone

(a)

Government, policy - machinery for promotion

of technical co-operation ana priority areas

The Government.of Sierra Leone gives total support to

technical co-operation among developing countries in general,
and .among African countries in particular.
Indeed, it has
a long tradition of technical co-operation, especially in the
field of-edtication-and-training-r- -^he;University of Freetown,
which is one of the oldest universities* in' Africa^ has '"always
welcomed and still welcomes students from different Englishspeaking African countries..

. The Government of Sierra Leone nevertheless hopes that

this technical co-operation among developing countries will
not take place at the expense, of traditional co-op,eration

with the developed countries.

It.feels that the concept of

competitivity,should be introduced in the search of experts,
consultants, etcIt considers that it is necessary to seek'
the most competent and most efficient foreign personnel, with

:

out taking account of their countries of origin.
Technical
co-operation should also be organized under tha auspices' of
the Unived Nations, so--HB"ta-removcj"any nati6Halist'"character.

The Sierra Leonean Government feels that bilateral

c.o-operation has proved, itself and should be intensified.

In the field o£; co-operation, its priorities, cover first of
all agriculture-, and forestry, and then education.

t

- 7

-

It attaches' fundamental importance to the financing of
TCDC and hopes that it will not be financed by cutting back
funds from the developed countries.
In sum, the two forms

of technical co-operation,

vertical co-operation,

(b)
Ao

horizontal co-operation and ■'

should be developed in parallel.

Joint projects

:

MultisectoraT project;

'■

the Mano River Union

The kingpin of multilateral co-operation is the Mano
River Union project, involving Sierra Leone and Liberia.
This is a multisectoral project for the development of the
river Mano basin.
It covers the fields of agriculture,
industry, trade transport and electricity etc.
Its aim
is to establish a customs union between the two countries
and harmonization of their economic policies.
The project
has;been; financed with assistance from UNDP, FAO, UNIDO,
UNCTAD.
It has
also benefited from financial assistance
from the Dutch, American Governments*
First and foremost
it is UNBP which is financing
the institutional back-up for

a total of $US611,807? for a period of three years, starting
on 1 July 1976o
The contribution from the two Governments

was $US8$0,"2T<r.

" "."]"

!.". "''i '. " '."

The main activities have been carried out
following fields:
1..

Trade promotion and expansion of

2.

Customs administration,
customs

3.

exports;

training in the field of

and tariff harmonization.

Industrial development

(i)

in the

and expansion;

Establishment and development of a system of

consultative links between the secretariat of
the River Mano and. the existing industrie.s_,, and

between the member Governments themselves;

(ii)■
4-

Identification of the union industries?

Agricultural planning1and agricultural

(i)
(ii)

Harmonization

economies;

of national agricultural development,

of political strategies;

(Establishment- of a system for the collection" of data
on agricultural1".production and trade,

prices,

agricultural production costs.

marketing

The Mano River Union is active in other areas of

co-operations

1-

A feasibility study on hydroeloctricity and irrigation

potential m the River Mano basin v;as supplemented in 1977;

2.
An aerial survey of the River Mano basin was carried
out as a basis for an integrated development plan .for the areas

3-

Aninstutional link.between the.capitals of the two-

4.

UNIDO financed preinvestment studies for the union

States is underway;

industries-

&

detergents, synthetic

5.
Preparatory work has also been done for the establishment
and operation of a joint organization for standardization,

meteorology, quality-control,

Bo

■

.

'

Co-operation in the financial and monetary field*
Clearing House for West
est Africa

*

(Freetown)

n-p +Ji^tr si^lGd in 1975, enables the cental banks

of the following 12 countries: Benin, the Gambia, the Ivory '
Coast Liberia, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Ghana, Mali, the Niger

Nigeria, Togo, the Upper Volta, to set up the first Clearing '

House m Africa, and thus to facilitate payment for'imported
goods and services multilaterally and in national currency.
In this way the participating countries will be able to save
on foreign currency and reduce the cost of transfers.

c-

Co-operation in agricultural research

^PJ station rice research project, supported by
, benefits from technical co-operation from the

mit^x°Tl lnBt^Q for tropical Agriculture in Ibadan,
Nigeria.; Substantial:;results in farm management, ..rationalizationof cropping methods, crop rotation, .etc., have

been obtained and are being widely disseminated.

ll

mSif1T5 ^eone also Participates in the activities of .

the West African Rice Development Association (WARM),
whose headquarters is in Monrovia, That enables it to
improve the quantity and quality of its output of mangrove

(c)

9

-

Assistance rendered to other African countries;
co-operation in manpower training

1.
Siorra Leone ->s--ve-r-y active -in- trainir.5. and-education,,
Its University Pourah Bay College, first affiliated-ia. .the
University of Durham, was the first African University
(1876).
Since independence, it has been linked to the
University of Njala, and this enables it to raise the
country's material, intellectual potential.
As part of its
support for the liberation--mov.ements of-southern .and eastern
Africa, struggling against the racist minority regiues,.
Sierra Leone.has set aside about 10 per cent of the places
in its universities for students from Namibia, Zimbabwe and
South Africa.
A further thirty or so Uamibians are attending
secondary establishments.
Reception arrangements have been
established,
The scholarships are financed by the inter
national organisations and the Commonwealth secretariat.
The University also receives other students from Englishspeaking west and south African countries*
2D

Centre for training of technicians in the repair
and maintenance

of medical

equipment

This Centre, opened in 1973? with support from WHQ,.has
provided 15-month courses for students from English-speaking
countries.
These courses were particularly successful and
involved nationals--of -Ghana,--Itig<3-riar-^Uganda, Tanzania,...-..-.
Kenya.

(d)

Assistance received from the developing countries
of Asia and Latin America

Siorra Leone is developing friendly relations with
various countries of Asia, the Arab World, the Caribbean
and receives bilateral

assistance

from the

developing

countries such as the People's Republic of China,
Democratic Republic of Korea and Cubao
lo

The

equipment

the

and technical assistance from the

Republic of China includes
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

The Freetown Stadium and a sports

(under construction);

complex

The Mange and Kambia bridges:
The Goma water resources plant to boost the
electricity from Kenema;

(iv)

(v)

A sugar complex in the Tonkolili district;

The Rotifunk hospital (19 Chinese doctors and
senior paramedical staff)*

2,

The assistance from the People's Democratic
Republic

of Korea

Involves frist and foremost
of the new Freetown City Hall,

3-

financing and construction

The assistance from the Republic

(i)

. ■-

'"■

(ii)

of Korea involves: •

.Training of 12 students in coastal fishing
-admitted for: training
August-November 1976;

courses in Korea in

Training in the ceramic industry (2 students
followed the courses in Korea from November

.1976 to June 1977)?

Health (2 doctors of medicine, on the basis
of the plan for medical co-operation, have
iL&
..assistance. sinc.e.,Augus.t..

4.
Cuba offered 25 scholarships during the 1975-1976
academic year in various disciplines taught in its universities*

5.

Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)

'

Following the recent discussions held in Vienna with
the leaders of the OPEC Special Fund, financial assistance
totalling. 2.*J15-niilli.o.n.wa^..^r.axiteA t.o,, Sxerra...Leone.*- ~A

memorandum requesting approval. ijJLJl^M^jh^piajar.it'jr .projects
to use these funds has been submitted to the Cabinet.

60

In order to meet the demand for qualified manpower in

the civil service, the Government is recruiting foreigners,
especially from the Indian subcontinent, Sri Lanka in particular,
to work in Sierra Leone,

7.
Pakistan,..JJirfiftiSh the Ahma(ix^y^.Missiont...is.Bctiv.e-.in
Freetown.
The Mission supplies fir at. and.Xar.eiao.st. Jixxctors
and teachers for its medical and education programmes.

8.

Other forms of co-operation

(i)

From 1972 to date, the UNDP/ICAO allocation for

aeronautical training has provided assistance to

nationals of Sierra Leone for training in Lebanon

(10), the Arab Republic of Egypt (5), Nigeria (8)f

In addition, Sierra Leoneans have been trained with
assistance frnm UNDP in Nigeria, Liberia, Pakistan,
India, Philippines in the field of nutrition, . .
insurance, port management legislation and education

1.1

(ii)

■ -

Sierra, Leone has recently signed the.
agreement establishing a contre for
training of archivists and "related

personnel1' (Accro, Ghana) .which is to be
aided by UNDP/UHESOO,

(iii)

It is participating with Ghana^.Niger-ia,
labsria and the Gambia in the West African

Examinations Council whose headquarters is
in Accra,
The main purpose of the Council
is to standardise the rules for examinations
in the English-speaking countries of West

Africao

III.

The Upper Volta

The Upper Volta, a land-locked country, attached great
importance to technical co-operation among developing countries
in general and among African countries in particular,
It
belongs-to all the inter-African organizations of the subregion

(CIISS, ENTENTE CEAO, etc.).-

It feels that economic and

social progress in each African country is necessarily dependent

on horizontal co-operation, on the basis of mutual interestsThis horizontal co-operation does not exclude vertical co
operation. .

Becuase of its geographical position and its surplus
manpower, the Upper Volta attaches priority to the sector of
infrastructure, communications and telecommunications,
and also the sector of training and employment of manpower,,

The Upper Volta is the sceno of a numbjr of original
experiments in the social field; in town planning, training
and education, the advancement of women, country dwellers,

and also in the field of telecommunications.

These

experiments are already of interest to a number of
and might be applied on a much broader scale.

The Upper Volta feels that technical

developing countries (TCDC)

countries

co-operation among

should be kept free of the

influence :of,the developed countries and be carried out
under the auspices of the United Nations, an agency for the'
the co-ordination and dissemination of information,

(a)

Joint projects

A.
The Upper Volta is the location of the headquarters of
about 10.intra-African organizations, main among which ares

the Economic Community of West African States (CEAO), the

12 -

Liptako-Gourma, the Inter-States

Committee for Drought

Control in the Sahel (CILSSJ, the Organization commune
centre les grandes endemics (OCCGE), tho Cattle and Meat

Economic Community (CEBEV).

1o

The Economic Community of West Africa (CEAO);

^
N^S.me?ber S?atf? aSe the Ivopy Coast> Mali, Mauritania, :
the- Niger Senegal, the Upper Volta, These are the former
colonies of French West Africa less Benin and Guinea. These
countries had a Ion? tradition of co-operation under Frmch

colonization and form a group containing 30 million inhabitants

Although the main objective is co-operation with a view'
to economic integration, this co-operation goes beyond the
economic framework and extends to the military sphere

Defence agreements (non-agression and mutual defence treaty)

have been concluded,,

JJ

Integration is being achieved in the customs field
(common customs tariff, common customs nomenclature, etc.)

and m the financial field. Free movement of persons is
guaranteed. CEAO feels that it forms a homogeneous political

^!C°?™AirUp^ Within the Community of West African

States (ECOWAS). It compares itself with Banelux (Belgium,
(EEC?
^xembourg) within the European Economic Community
m

A Solidarity and Guaranty Fund, totalling CFAF 5 billion

13J2J°\set up very shortly (Bamako Conference in April 19785

and the basis for.the distribution of resources during the

next five years will be as follows?
- Ivory Coast

;

2.5 billion

- Senegal

%

1.5 billion

.

- 200 million for each of the remaining States.

This fund will be used to finance community projects.
It serves as a gurantee for foreign investment.
Four

billion out of the 5 billion have: already been paid. CEAO
seems to have no financing problems.
It relies first and
foremost on contributions from member States.

In parallel with this guarantee arid solidarity fund
there operates.a community development fund.
It has p dual

purpose:

first to offset losses sustained by the poor

countries (the surplus countries being the Ivory Coast and
Senegal), and secondly to finance the poor countries*

•mm****

—

■

1 ~i

—

-..■■■-

projects to the extent of a tnird ;of its resources, :.<©:r

about
CPAP 1 billion.
The poor countries absorb 70 per
cent of the fund and the remaining 30 per cent are used
to finance community projects.
The least developed
States appear to' value the community for the financial
resources they draw from it, while the rich States enjoy a
larger market for exports of their finished products

(textiles,^ assembled vehicles, etc)

CEAO is interested primarily in specific operations,
such as the cereal plan for the development of millet
technology, particularly in the Niger and Senegal.. The
same products are obtained -from millet -ee-arerOteteaHfted
from wheat =

It would appear that community trade has increased
by 50 per cent sinco 1973, as a result of the regional
co-operation tax, whereby a fiscal solution is found for
local problems.

2O

Liptako-Gourmas

This project involves three countries

(Mali,' the Niger, the Upper Volta).
It covers an area of
500,000 km2, diagonally crossed by the Niger, to be developed

by

expanding;

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

Agro-pastoral resources,
rtion

and•improvement

especially through stabiliz

of livestock;

Mineral resources, which
of rail, road, river and telecommunications links?

The improvement of the river Niger,
works

.

in

to produce energy, to facilitate the exploitation
of ores and the installation of industries;

.to promote shipping on the river,
reduce the

.

with engineering

order;

to

which would

cost of transporting products;

encourage irrigation "by regulating the flow

of the

river.

The ultimate objective of the Liptako-Gourma project
is to improve the standard of living and health of the. local
populations*

The strategy involves giving food to the population,

combating the drought,

by developing food resources,

protecting crops against predators'and facilitating food
distribution in time of crisis, through the establishment

-

u -

of a practicable road network.
The aim is to reduce, and
even eliminate the local population's dependence on rain,
by diversifying its income through the creation of new
activities.
In the long run, it is necessary to promote
interzone trade by moving grain up from south to north,
and bringing the livestock down from north to south.

Agriculture and livestock raising must be linked together.
The projects under way are:

- Hoads;

.

Dori (Upper Volta) - Tera-Niamey (Niger).

This project is to be financed by USAIDj
- Telecommunications:

Mnmey-G-ao links Mopti-

Ouagadougou - Don - Niamey and financed by AEB
and totalling $15 million to $20 million.

. -

- Airborne geophysical survey:
mineral survey
totalling $3 million, financed by Canada.

Other projects are being negotiated on:
-Water

resources,

- Health

of the population,

- Animal health,
- Grain preservation,'
- Reforestation,

3o

'[

'

etc„

Inter-Stata Committee f or -Drought ■G-o&tr-o-l .in-

the Sahel (CILSS):

'

It includes Capo Verde,
Mauritania, Mali, the Niger,
Its

aim is"

Its

areas

(i)

(iii)

the G^xibi^rr-the--Upper Volta,
Senegal, Chad.

of action arc:

Agriculture (irrigated crops), livestock raising,
.fisheries;

(ii)

~~

.

.

Transport (development

opon up the region);

Ecology (reforestation,

.

■

...

of secondary tracks to

drought control)o

The accompanying measures are training (setting up of

a human resources team)

and research. l It is planned to

establish an institute in the Sahel).

'

;

****■

; Th% twp main problems to be. solved are marketing, and
storage af the crops.
The Upper Volta, for example," has
storage capacity of only 100,000 tonnes; as the drought- is
a cyclical phenomenon, the crops should "be managed cyclically,
in other words the surpluses should be stared to cope with
periods of shortage and food cri-si-s- —
--■ -

Seventy per cent of the financing is allocated, to
measures to combat predators, as losses amount to about 30
per

4-

cent.of the crops.

The Organization commune de lutte contre les

endemics:

"*

This organization groups together eight African States,
France, to combat the major endemic diseases.
B.

Infrastructure
As. was .emphasized above,

active in this sector.

'1.

plus

..Transport

the Upper Volta is especially

.

(

"...

-;.;■. The Abidjan-Niger railway authority at present services
the Ivory Coast and the Upper Volta, but is to serve .the
Niger too in the near future.
'

' The eastern railway'project to link Togo, the Niger,

the Upper Volta and Mali is being studied.
However,
bilateral agreements, in the,field of transport, already
exist and involve the Upppr Volta on the one hand, Togo
and the Niger on the other,.. It is thought that a similar
agreement will soon be concluded between the Upper Volta
and Mali.
The Upper Volta has covered storage space at
the Port of Lome with capacity of between 10,000 and 12.000

12,000 m2.

. .

'

In the field of civil aviation and .air transport, the
Upper Volte, is a participant in the, Yaounde Agreement which
lays down a concerted policy among the signatory States, in
Air Afrique and also in. the Agcnce pour la securite de, la
navigation a£rienne en Afrique et a Madagascar.
2.

Posts and telecommunications

First and foremost ^i-L-at-epetl ■a^r-eements--feivve been

concluded between:

-*■ Algeria. - Upper Volta

In 1976, Algeria supplied a large consignment of tele
communications and postal equipment.

- Upper Volta - Niger

Co-operation I volved the supply and installation of
carrier current equipment on the Ouagadougou-Niamey route
in 1974=
The whole equipment order was placed by the
.

O.P.T. of the Upper Volt a and reassigned to to the OPT of
the Niger.
Upper Volta staff participated in the
installation of the qequipment.
- Upper Volta - Ghana

This agreement is of the same type as the1 previous one
and involves the Ouagadougou-Bolgatanga link.
The Upper

Volta attaches great importance to co-operation with Ghana,
which clearly,,,shows,,that language barriers_a£e_not -an

insurmountable obstacle.

G.

_

Manpower and training

Co-operation agreements have been with the Ivory Coast,
Gabon, Ghana, as Upper Volta manpower is highly valued..
- Ivory Coast - Upper Volta agreement;

The Ivory Coast is the Upper Volta1s traditional
partner.
It addresses itself to the Office de la M^in

d«Oeuvre, which provides it with the nanpower requested,
if there is agreement on the part of the civil serviceThe agreements which have fceen signed-have the principal

aim of improving the housing conditions of Upper Volta
workers, guaranteeing them decent wages and enabling them
to save with a view to their eventual return to the Upper
Volta.
The negotiations have enco"ntered an obstacle in
.this

last- point.

■■_'■■■'

'■

It would appear that the number of Upper;Volta workers
in the Ivory Coast is well over a million.
At the outset,
they were above all agricultural workers.
But they are

■increasingly turning to industry,

transport

and construction,

- Gabon - Upper Volta agreement

This is an. agreement of the s^jne^type as the previous
one.
Upper Volta nationals are working principally In the
building industry and are participating in the construction
of the Trans-Gabon railway.
In the event of disputes, it
appears that Gabon recruits_ Upjoer;..y^t^natiorn,ls_ithrough
Ghana.

-

- Ghana - Upper Volta agreement

■ ■

:

Cultural agreements have been concluded with Senegal,

Guinea and Algeria.

With the' ratter*"two"c.ountries, a

cultural week is organized each year.

A draft

cultural
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agreement with Nigeria is being drawn up,

Tho Saint-Louis

military school in Senegal trains .Upper .Volta nationals.

(b)

Assistance rendered by the Upper Volta-to
other African countries -

- -

In 1976,: the accountant of the O.P.T. of the Niger
spent two woeks in Ouagadougou to learn the management

methods Used in the Upper Volta.
In 1977, a Nigerian
official followed a three-month training course-'"in
Ouagadougou on stock supply and management, •
'."..'.

An inspector from the P and T who was to occupy the
post of accountant in the 0 P.T, of Chad spent eight months
with the Ouagadougou accountant.
Social experiments in the Upper Volta were of interest
to some African countries (Niger, Mali, Ivory Coast, etc.)
The Upper Volta also accepts foreign students.
The
University receives students from the Niger first and fore-

most.^;J&k~J^ter~State^ School—for Rural -Engineering set
u£ 'by OGAM in.Ouagadougou receives students from all- OCAM

countries.
It.has split into two and has a section training
senior-water resources technicians. . This school is financed

from States*

contributions.

The Fonds dfaide et de co-operation (FAC) provides
assistance in the fora of teaching staff and grants scholar

ships to students.

cinema school,

(c)

In Ouagadougou, there is an international

financed by UNESCO,

OCAM and ASCOP.

Assistance received from other African countries

It is primarily the Arab countries which provide
scholarships.
Libya offered 10 scholarships, Egypt 12
scholarships including 5 for studying Arabic,
These are
undergraduate and post-graduate scholarships *
Morocco
trains military trainees.

(t\X .Ass!st.anae^received from ether developing countries
Assistance from Asia consists above.all of scholarships
and the uispatch of technical assistants.
The Democratic
People's Republic of Korea sent a sports expert. China is
to construct a sports-complex and is working in the health
field at Koudou^ou.

The Nig or

(n)

Government policy:

machinery for promotion

or technical _co-operat.ion and prioriiy are'as

The Niger's co-operation policy has three components:

first component. _is complementarity.

The Sahelian
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.

countries of tft.k interior and the. forested countries of

the African coast have complementary economies.
The
forest countries are more industrialized and the Sahelian
countless—can-^ form- annarket -to-alrsorb-their Industrial
products.
The Sahelian-countrireB'hnvca ro3re to play in
livestock.raising and the coastal countries need products

of animal origin," this corresp:> ?.s in fact to.the trend of

traditional trade between the Niger (Snhel), Nigeria, Benin

(coast).

There are thus possibilities of market, sharing.

The Nigerian market could-be set

aside for animal products

from the Niger.
Another p"->int of complementarity is the
exploitation of common potentialities,
.
.:-

The Niger and the Upper Volta can co-operate in
Gxpljlring the Tambao manganese nines, the area surrounding
which might be opened up if a reailway was built.. In

addition, the Niger is.seeking an outlet through Togo,
which would serve as ah export port for the mineral resources
of the, three countries:

Mali,

The second component

the field of-trade.

Niger and Upper Volta.

of technical co-operation' appe&rs in

African countries siXoula not approach, the

developed countries in extended order.
They must set. up
pools in order to increase their bargaining power* :;For

example, the African Groundnut Council eould deal;- witter

grain marketing, thus enhancing the bargaining power of
the countries of West Africa vis-a-vis- Brazil, the ..
United States, etc.
A Uranium pool could be set up.^y the
Niger, Gabon, the Central African Empire.
In addition,
more advanced developing countries sometimes inport products

from tho developed countries,

by other African countries.

while the demand could bo met

This- applies to the Ivory Coast

■■and -Senegal,' which-li^0Tir^i5at~~T^oTf
and the Upper Volta are neat-surplus countries.

the Niger
The Niger

imports petroleum from Venezuela while Nigeria.and Gabon are
exporters of petroleum. Since the coffee consumed in the
Niger cones from- the Ivory Coast, it would porh-yps! bo
possible to gear imports of coffee to exports of neat.

The third component of technicalco-jperatjon relates

Senegal,

eOTttTtrOsV

Mali£o"wer'i surplus
Mali£ower

countries

(.Benin,

l
etc.) night supply
nanpowor to the least well-off

countriesThere is a "brain drain" from the advanced
countries towards Europe at the -very time when the Sahelian
countries are turning to Europe for technical assistance.
There arc reported to be nore Beninese doctors, in Franco
than French doctors in Benin.

A point peculiar to the land-lockecl countries is the
right of access to the sea.
A tacit morar"c61nv'enTion should
guarantee access to the

sea ior these

countries.'

■

-ttpj- ~we~trtve SahclraTT AfrlsV'aW^coastal Africa,

each with it.s specific problems.

But these two areas arc

-
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complementary.
Their interests--should therefore be
harmonized through .economic co-operation*
The Ni.Tor, a land-locked country whore agricultural
and pastoral activities predominate) attaches priority to

African co-operation and co"~ operation with the Arab
countries, especially in infrasturcture and human resources

(only 13 to "15'p"er cent of 'children attend school).

For

decades, despite financial and technical assistance from
the industrialized countries* tho f^ap between the developed
cour.tries and the countries of the third world has constantly
widened.
There arc thus obstacles to better relations
between developed countries ■ %
dGvelo^in.; countries and
they riust

be

identified .and remedied.

Tendencies towards re^roupin^ at the subre^ional exist.
However, the re^roupins arrangements should be. adequately .
supervised by the African countries so as to correspond to
their

own interests.

Traditional assistance is still necessary because of
the level of development of the countries of the third
world.
But it must be transformed into co-oper.ation and
founded on the credibility of States.'
This credibility

should be regarded as a resourcesoon the same footing as

capital and men,
More emphasis should therefore bo placed
on the development of .co-o.^oration ti&-js$&. than on the
financial aspect-

(b)

Ao

Joint projects

Multilateral co-oporation (more than two countries)
1.

Trade
II.. I..r

-II-

1, .

and financial
—.1

.1

111

ll|| II.

—

II

.

agreements
■'■'■,'■■

II

II

!■

Tho Ni.^er belongs to the- following

organizations:

- African Development Bank (ABB)
- Convention

et

:

des

en natiere

assurances;

- Fonds -inter-Eta-ts

clU'.coton

de

Ponds

de

control

de

des

enterprises

^arantio des emprunts

souticn et

do devcloppe-

- African Groundnut Council'

S

(Entente)
- Banque islaoique,

etc

et de la viande
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2.

MultisGGtoral agreements

- Idptako-Gourma
.'[:.:;,-;■

■

•- Lake Chad Basin Commission.
- CILSS
■

- CEAO

- ECOWAS

:

■ .:

■ ■'.!

- River Ni.^er Commission,

Etc.,

The River Niger Commission groups together nine
countries:
Guinea, the UiDpcr Volta, the Ni^er, Banin,

Nigeria, Chad, Cameroon, the Ivory Coast, Mali,
Only four
countries are especially active, namely the Ni^er, Nigeria,

the Upper Volta and Mali.
There is a master plan for the
development of the basin of the river.
A programme of
sectoral studies is envisaged.
The Commission has encountered a financing.-problem.
funds, of 27 billion promised, only half has been paid.

Of

The; donor countries tie their; .contributions to contributions
fron the member Countries, whereas most of the member Sountr

Countries seem to lack the political will.
3.

Training

agreements

■

■■•.

.

The Ni;^er is a member of:
--■The Centre regional do formation pour

l'entrctien routier (CERFER),' whose

headquarters is. in. Lome;

- The Centre do recherche administrative pour
le dcveloppoment routier whose headquarters
■is in Yaounde and which is an OCAM
body;
- The Centre do ^estion des entreprises
by OCAM with headquarters in Abidjan;

set up

- The Islamic Conference which is planning to
construct an institute of statistical p.nd
economic studios in Ankara, receiving nn,tionals
of the member States and also plans to put into

effect an agreement

on manpower.

Transport and teleconounicatidns agreements

- Abidjan-Oua^adou-pu-Niamey railway project;

- Conference dos administrations des postos de
l'Afrique do l»0uest;

-
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- Union africaine des postes

(UAPT);

- Union africaine
OAU.

de

ettelecommunications

telecommunications

set up by

"5
-.
B.

Centre

Bilateral

1.

africain d* administration

co-operation'

Co-operation with the countries of Africa
north of Sahara:
Tunisia, E-^ypi:

..

:lu travail.

Algeria,

Libya,

Morocco,

■...E'.ir-et--aad-f-O3?Qa»sty^thQrG- is .an... exchange of technicians,
teachers, experts, students, etc.
This co-operation also
covers the offer of scholarships for vocational training,
the exchange of.press, radio, television and cinena

documents*
Co-operation also extends "6o\ the economic sector.
Some projects are financed by international a^enciesD
2.

countries

Co-operation with the
south of the Sahara

(i)

of Africa

Ni^GPiJV■Ni-rW?- • J ^

1

The Ni-^er maintains very close; relations with
its powerful En^lish-sx^eakinc.. neighbour.
The
Joint ConnissiDn encoapasses the most varied
sectors:
. ,
l0

Exchange

of technicians,

2O

Exchange of experts,
students;
Assessment
holders;

researchers,

of university diploma

Offer of scholarships
training;

for vocational

Exchange of press., radio,
cinema documents, .musical
Exchange

of

results,

statistics,

books,
7o

8o

information,

brochures,

Scientific

teachers;,

television,
redordin^sj
research

dissemination of

pGri,°:1-:icals;

exhibitions;

: Co-operation between economic bodies.

-
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..Go-operation between the-Niger and Nigeria extends
to other fields:
development of the lake Chad and River
Niger basins; construction of a cement plant at Malbaza;
feasibility studies for the exploitation of iron ore;
development of telecommunications.
(ii)

Co-operation with other African countries

.

Cultural agreements have been
signed with
Senegal, Ghana, Cameroon, the Vyjor Volta, Benin,
Chad.
With Benin, there are'agreements: for tran

sit, the use of the port and transport

—■-_: „ installations of the port of Cotonou.

3°

Co-operation with other developing coutnries

■■'-'■ - China is -planningto construct a cement plant, and
has,granted a loan of 10 billion francs in the form of
goods to finance projects drawn up by the Niger.
It is
also^providing agricultural and medical :assistance.

L'ljr The Democratic People1 s Republic-^f Korea has

built a ceramic'plan,"
(c)

' "

~~~V7^-.iI

.Assistance received from African countries

'-. :
Benin supplies first and.foremost secondary school
teachers.
This assistance,. which already existed during ,the
colonial

era,

is

still continuing.■.■■'■"

Senegal, the Upper Volta, To^o, etc., are training
students from the Niger.
The Upper Volta and Mali are
first and foremost providing the students with agricultural
training.

(d)

;

■■

Assistance rendered by the Niger to other
African countries

1.

Manpower

The Niger supplies unskilled labour to
especially for construction and roads*

2=

countries
3-

Libya,

Training

The Niger accepts students from other African
such as the Upper Volta and Mali in its University.
Solar energy

The Niger is a pioneer in solar energy.
The
experiment: began in 1967.
The Office dfenergic solaire
ha.s a research section which studies and develops prototypes

-
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"and a' construction section-

At pros ent". writer heaters';and

distillers are being marketed; 200 water heaters have been
put on sale ir* Niamey.
They have a capaqity. of 200 to
1,000 litres.
Development. o.f the use of solar energy .might
enable the Niger to reserve conventional energy for tfte
industrial sector.
Niamey consumes 16 megawatts in peak

periods-

Nigeria should supply it with 32 megawatts, but

actually provides only 5 megawatts because
in the rate of flow of the river.

of fluctuations

■_ne Office do l'enerf;ie solaire is experimenting with
a solar oven which will bo accompanied by a laboratory
complex to house the students and visiting researchers,
which is to bo financed by Sau-di Arabia.
Industrial use
of the oven should make i-t possible to achieve -foreign
currency savings and combat desertification.
At present
the bush-is -being -plundered to use the wood for household
and industrial
purposes.
For example, the brick works
.operate with wood.
Solar engines designed t ;> activate pumps are also
being tested on agricultural water resources projects.
Two experiments are being undertaken at the same time,
one in an area where water is a limiting factor and the
other in an area where water is abundantB
This solar
enf^ne is different from the engine available on the
market and is sold by the Societe francaise d*etudes

thermiques et d'energie solaire (Sofretes).

In 1977,

using finance from the European Development Fund, the
Office de l^energie solaire installed as an experiment two
Sofretes screw engines, one of 10 kW at Karma 40 km from
Niamey, the other of 5 kW at Tabalac 40 km from.Tahoua.
Sofretes is constructing a piston engine of up to 5 kW,
a screw engine of 5 to 10- kW and a turbine engine beyond
10

kW.

In the medium term, the Office has a project for .the
construction of a solar dryer.
A request for financing has

been made to the Centre de recherche et de developpem'ent

indus/fcriel (CRDl) and als; to the Canadian Industrial

Development Agency (CIDA) .
This dryer should be' capable of
drying onionsThe Niger's onion production amounted 'to
79,000 tonnes in 1976, a good part of which deteriorated
because of the absence of preservation technology,,
Traditional drying in tho oxoen air is too .lengthy and subject
to damage causing losses which can total a third of
production.

The Niger deplores the absence of co.«-oper.atio.rk.among
African countries which produce a .solar energy - Mali, the
Niger and Senegal.
It feels that this competition is due
to the ;fact that each of these countries would like. to. see
a regional solar energy centre set up in its own territory.
The Niger would like the objectives corresponding to the

needs of the African countries to "be identified and the
producing countries to escape the influence of the developed
countries and the European firms;:/■'
In its

concern to promote the.cause

ation in solar energy,

of technical co-oper

"tnG Niger,is to organize two sessions

of training courses (March-April and July-August 1978) for -

French and English speakers in West Africa,

These courses are

to.bo financed "by UNESCO (recruitment of teaching staff and
subsistence for the students).
A .request for financial
assistance has been sent to the Agence.de coopSratian culturalle
et technique (ACCT).
Nigeria has pronosed a substantial ~ "
contribution of bDth teachers and.students.

V.

The People's Republic

(a)

of Benin

Policy and ^machinery for co-operation

Benin is the Bloomsburyj/ of West Africa^ it is said,
meaning that it is a reservoir of professional personnel.
Always, even in the colonial period, this country which has

one of the highest school enrollment rates in Africa, has
supplied x^ersonnel to the neighbouring countries and also
to countries very distant from its geographical boarders

(Congo, Central African Empire, Chad, etc).

Since 1974, Benin has been engaged in a people*s
revolution1 whose .basic goal is the political, economic and
social restructuring of the country, in order to raise' the
living standards and life style of the population.
. The combination of the intellectual tradition anil the new
ideological orientation is the decisive factor which is to

guide Benin*s policy of technical co-operation with developing
countries.

'

■

The priority of priorities is to establish the revolution
firmly, to give it roots among the broad masses.
Technical

co-operation with the countries of the third' world has undoubted
importance/ but it presupposes in the first place that the
country has introduced its new structures.
Benin feels' that
its human, material and financial resources must be directed
towards the

priority sectors.

■ J/ A.part of central London which contains the British
Museun, the University of London, and.so on, and is often
regarded as the centre of British intellectual life..

- Benin-Ghana agreement

.

■ .

™ho two countries have instituted trade and
legal co-operation,
A draft cultural agreement
is be in/5 negotiated.
.
...
i

(ii)

Cultural agreements
Benin has 'signed a cultural co-operation
agreement with. Chp.d, the Comoro Islands and

Gabon.
Benin used to send teachers (primary
and secondary) to those countries, but over
the past two years the flow has
except for the Comoro Islands.

(iii)

slowed

down,

Multisectoral agreements
Benin belongs to the River Hi^er Commission,
the Council.....of. the ..Entente States, the Economic

Community of West African States (ECOWAS), etc.
( c)

Assistance rendered to other African countries

■ As was emphasized pJdovc, the People's Republic of
Benin has always provided technical assistance to various
countries, 'in Africa .and outside. ■ Even a developed country
like- France benefits from assistance from Benin,,
The
greatest surgeon working in the Caribbean is a Beninese.
Assistance in the field of administration and training
is accompanied by ordinary assistance.
Beninese craftsmen

(masons,

joiners,

carpenters,

agricultural workers,

are working in..Kigaria,.,!Gabdnt ..ata.

etc.)

This is an uncontrolled

form of assistance, not based on any bilateral contract0
It1 is a sort of .exodus with no.-institutional framework.
For. that reason it cannot be quantifiedD

(d)

Assistance received from other countries
of the^thirrl World

Algeria offered,

■

for 1977-1978:

-

50 scholarships for administrative
training

-

3

-

10

scholarships

for training

scholarships for

and technical

of police

inspectors

further training

provided for 1977-1978:
- 6

scholarships for training in the hotel trade

It also feels
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that technical co-operation is a

political problem.
It is above all countries with the
some, development philosophy which should co-operate.

For that reason, horizontal co-operation should not be
favoured at the expense of vertical co-operation.
Frontiers are political and ideological.
Of course,
the developing countries should be placed beyond the reach

of the technical and.£Q.ahnolo-:ac.al. dominatioh hf the

industrialized countries, which empties aid of its
substance and perpetuates the traditional structures of
exploitation.
But this technical and technological
liberation will" be achieved through political revolution.
For thnt reason, the developing countries should count on
their own strength to liberate themselves politically,
economically and technically.

("b)

Joint, projects ., .-

(i)

....

:

:.

Economic agreements "
;

- Benin-Nigeria agreement
Benin attaches great

!£.„_:
■■■;.'i

^_

importance to

co-

opQraM.Q&..wiih it.s_pQweri'ul English-

■

T

speaking neighbour,

-:

■

influence throughout-Africa.
This
co-operation takes place in' ^v^al fields,
particularly in the field' ofccem'ent
manufacturing and in the sugar" sector.
Nigeria is an important market for
Beninese products.

■

:

„..

whose population and

economic and political strength give it

'

;__

.

- Benin-Niger agreement

; :

■>"

The Niger,

aJ land-locked country,

is

seeking first and foremost to have an
outlefb to the sea.
With Benin it has
signed an agreement for the construction
.:_,^.,.2L^,.XQAl^^J^9^0.QXi~Q.^^rion and Niamey
and an >grecment .for the operation of the
Xoort of Cotonouo
For the moment, the
■ railwn.y F.yes from Cotonpu. to,.Parakou,
Segboure and Pobe.
A proposed extension
of- the railway from Parakou to Niamey has
been drawn up.
The two countries are
jointly seeking sources of finance.
Togo agreement

This is ?-n agreement for the development of
the Mano; river and a means, of increasing "the
energy capacity of the two countries.

-
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- 3 scholarships.for further,training in agriculture
for two months0

^ya'r^ovl^ilor 19ilr°W§? 47 two month sch
scholarships
^yar^ovl^ilor
f
th
diittve
'for further
training in the
administrative,

diplomatic and labour inspectorate fields.

. •

financial
financial,

The People's Republic of China provides agricultural
assistance.

The Bemocratic-Peoiole^s-Republic of Korea is participat
ing in the training of planners.
VI*

Tofto

.(n)

Policy and machinery for co-operation

'.As a result of its geographical position and its history,
To*> is a country with a vocation for co-operation.
This falls

under the traditional .open-door policy inherited ^°° *hc
■.colonial era. . To:-o originated the establishment of the largest
:subregional co-operative Grouping the Community of West African States (ECOWAS). Its, co-operation takes two forms:
vertical and horizontal. T*ie two forms of co-operation do

not exclude one another.
On the one hand, vertical co-oper
ation should enable the developing countries to gam access
to the,technology and financial resources of the developed
On the
countries and thus benefit from their experience.

other, the-purpose of horizontal co-operation is to strengthen
■ the links'of solidarity amom. third world countries, especially
in ■international negotiations* to draw up a policy on the basis
of their complementarities, to exploit their potentialities and

create a technology suited.to their specific needs.

Horizontal

economic co-operation serves as a framework for, a developer

and promoter of technical co-operation, by bringing out
and,the United States^ which, through the multinational

poroorations. hnve made it the. best possible instrument for_

exSS ?heir indistrinl and economic empire.

The countries

of the third world have; .an enormous effort before them to
overcome their technological cap.

To^o engares in co-operation in three fields:

training

and education" establishment of common industrial infras
tructure, economic co-operation as a basis for active and

mutually beneficial technical co-operat-ioH.

-

.

-

("b)

Joint

1.
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projects

Industrial projects

(i)

Les ciments de l*Afrique de l'Ouest

(CIMAO)

im—^T'.

The Iv^ry Coast,. Ghana and Togo are

involved -ia-tMs ■ multinational pro 3 ect
in Togo.
This project, which is the
first industrial undertaking of its

fe±]iiinbiiethreair

make it possible, among other things,
to reduce the countries' dependence on
imports of clinker, thus producing
substantial forei.^n currency "savings.
It should be an example for other
similar efforts designed to promote

industrial and economic integration in
the member countries of the Economic
Community of West African States.J/

The African Development.Bank has approved

a loan of 3.20 units- of account (U/C,),j2/
out of a total of 183-3 million U.C.

Other financial agencies have assisted.

They are essentially the Work Bank (IBRD)
the Arab Bank for Development in Africa
(BADEA), the Caisse centrale franchise

de cooperation economique (CCCE), the
European Development Fund (EDS1) f the
European Investment Bank,

the Canadian

International Development Agency (CIBA)
and Kreditanstalt fur Wiederaufhau (KPW).
Implementation of the project requires,

on the part of Togo, the installation of
infrastructure costing 53.3 million U.C.
and including a railway line linking the
clinker plant to the port of Lome and a
transport service.
APB has -lent Togo
5 million tf.C. to finance these infras
tructure

j/

operations.

Rapport annuol de la BAD, 1976
One U.C. = $US 1,20635

*

-
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■

...-•■•

The conmunaute llectrique du

kenin ((Ml) -^^^ll^SS"
It involves■ Ghana, Togo and-the People's
Republic of Benin.
Originally, CEB-was
set up to

solve,

from Ghana,

an energy

problem, facing Togo and Benin. ' It
transports electricity from the Akossombo
dam (.hana) to Togo cud Benin.
This
project_was financed by Canada.
At
present research is under way for the
purpose

of

exploiting resources

common

to Tpga-and-Hemn>,J;IJi..la planned to
construct a hydroelectric dam on the

Mano river, the natural iporder "between
the two countries.
CEB is responsible
for the promotion and production of
electricity in the two countries.

TraininsLschoools ..far..xiiikLlo-level staff
in the specific fields .of electricity

ii^:^iTl Benin.

Agricultural projects
■'■

'

■ (i)

Livestok and Meat' Economic Community

TCEBEV)

I

"

Togo "is a member iof CEBEV,

:

whose aim is

-t.o promote the -marketing of livestock
and the establishment of joint agroindustrial units.

(ii)

:

Alliance du cacao
is a member of the Alliance du
cacao together with Brazil, Cameroon,
the Ivory Coast, Ghana, Nigeria.
The
Alliance sseks to stajolize income

arising from' cocoa* '"'It has set up a
specific Committee which permits
exchanges

on cocoa research.

(iii) ' Libya-Togo .agreement
This agreement relates to the
ment of two.units:

establish

(a) A company for the development of

livestock raising, agriculture and
the marketing of products;

(b) A maritime fishing company.

-

3.

-""■'
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Infrastructure

Studies-are under way to use the free port of Lome and

the central, highway in Togo in order to open up the land-locked
countries of the Upper Volta, the Niger, Mali,
The initial
work aimed at identifying the nature and scope of this
co-operation has "begun and is making good progress*

Similarly, it is planned to extend the south-north railway
line in Togo to the Upper Volta, the Niger and Mali.
4.

Cultural agreements

Togo has signed a cultural agreement with Nigeria and

Brazil." Nigeria^trains Togolese researchers in the Ibadan
Institute of Tropical Agronomy.
5.

Financial agreements

(i) West African Development Bank (WADB)

:.. : ■„ .__ ;

Togo is a member of .WADB, and is the home of its
headquarters.
WADB. is .a,.financial institution
within the framework of the West African Monetary
. . Uni-on (UMOA). .

The purposes of WADB are to promote the balanced
development of its member States (People's Republic
of Benin, Ivory Coast, Upper Volta, Niger, Senegal,
Togo), the economic integration of the member
States within the framework of regional projects
or national projects of common interest.

;

WADB has capital of CFAF 2.4 billion subscribed by
the founding members of UMOA and the Central Bank
(1.2 billion by the States and 1.2 billion by the
Central Bank) and a loan fund of 3,120 million.
The internal resources of the Bank derive from
reiiscounting by the Central Bank and loans
contracted

on the UMOA market.

The /...external resources' are1 based on the fact that
the Bank is open to outside participation (France
and Germany in particular, with CFAF 500 million
each) and also loans contracted on international

markets, fron agencies or institutions (World Bank
for example).
The beneficiaries of WADB»s activities are States,
public and private organizations in States,
individuals.

Its activities take the form of laons, shares in
capital, low-interest credit and other special
advantages.

_
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The main areas of WADBf s activities are infras
tructure, industrial and agricultural production
(ranch in the Ni^er), the promotion of small and
medium-sized firms, the purchase of firms by
nationals of member States-

(ii)

;■;."■■"■

".

'
.

.
. .

...

.

The gonds .cle ,1a CEDEA

The headquarters of the .Ponds is in Lome.

The.--.

Fon&s seeks to mobilize-the funds required to

finance national and multinational projects* and
also, to render technical assistance for project

.studies and implementation.

.

.

■.

(c) Assistance rendered.by To^o to other
. developing

countries

■

...

To 30 is active first and formost in the field of training
and education,
T^olese teachers are working in the Ni^er, /-•
Gabon, Chad, etc.
The University of To~o accepts nationals
of the Upper Volta, the Ni^er, Mali,, etc.
It participates^ in
the training of English speakers at the village du Benin.
Togo provides medical and -paramedical

assistance to many

AfricanVountries.
An original experiment in African south of
th:e'JSahara is the operation of the Centre orthopedique.
This
Centre was set up in 1974 as part

of Gernan-To^olese co-oper

ation.
Germany finances the expatriate personnel, while To.^o
pays the local personnel and is building the premises*
The
establishment of this centre makes it possible to treat the
handicapped, victims of occupational injuries on the spot.
The putflow of foreign currency is thus avoided.
This centre,
equipped with modern machinery, makes possible medical,
technical .and social research and studiesIt is linked to
the Ecole nationale des auxiliaires medicaux.' At the moment

it has 25 students of various nationalities (Algeria, Ivory

Coast", Central African Empire, Upper -Volta,. Mauritania, Niger,
Ni£eri,a., Sierra Leone, Zaire).
Its capacity is 80 places.'■
Other African countries have sought to send students, to the
Centre/ "The length of studies is three years.
Successful
Students receive a diploma do c^re goyen, which can lead to
a master's decree in Germany.
We Centre receives patients.from the Ni^er,

(d)

Nigeria,

Ghana,

Benin.

Assistance received by To^o

.

.

.

.

'

.../■..

TDgo benefits from assistance from the People's Republic
of China and the Democratic People*s Republic of Korea, in
.
rice cultivation and irrigated cropping.

.

...

.

. ,r

.

'■■'■'■'•■ Nigeria 'participates in the training of To-^olese nationals,
especially in tropical agronomy.'

to

To^olese.

Zaire also grants scholarships

.

.

..,, ;

,-:

,

:-"

VII. CHAD

.

; .

Government policy

Chad, aware of the limits of its res&urces for development, regards
itself first and foremost as a tlre.pipient.V.j;f.,tjc^iqajl_c6r-operation among
However, it bases its polioy of co-operation and
developing countries.
technical assistance on the following principles:
equity and determination

to ensure, mutual assistance. The entire technical, assistance policy is co
ordinated by the Office of the Director for Economic and Financial Affairs in
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Within the Ministry of Planning, the Office
of the Director of Planning centralizes all Chad*3 development projects;
this same Office negotiates the projects and draws up the practical forms or

arrangements for assistaziGe.....Exterjaal.-asBJtaiianc;,e...jaPPYidfl.4 i$ac;the financing

of the projects is co-ordinated by the External. Assi&tanQe .Service in the
Ministry of Planning.
In the field of education, the Office of the Director
for Higher. .Education and Research is responsible for'administering the
scholarships and the students abroad.
'
t ,
Areas of technical assistance to which Chad allocates priority
Chad has given priority to:

Opening up the country, in other words communications infrastructure;

■

(3)
■
I.

The fight against, the drought through the development.of the

;'means, of controlling agricultural and livestock production;', V-

,':.

Training of an adequate number of skilled middle-level and senior
staff.

To that end, Chad has organized co-operation in the following areas:;
Communications Infrastructure

■

■■ l

,
Under the policy for opening up Chad, China has granted a loan of CFAF 11
million for, the construction of the bridge over the Chari. The study phase is
already complete.
China will supply the etjuipment needed tor the oonstruction
of the bridge; a joint commission is co-ordinating this assistanoe.

Within the framework-of-;-the-ao4ivities-of the.Lake Chad Basin Commission

(l£BC), USAID has financed the studies on the Ndjamena-Kbusseri-Maidu-Guri

link between Chad, Cameroon and Nigeria.
Seventy to eighty per tent of the
financing of this road is provided by USAIDt in the form of a subsidy, and
the ICBC Executive Secretariat—provides -the remainder*—~ -.
■

t

The Trans^Saharan Road linking, the Niger has been opened while .Chad is

using the Zamengoe Ground Station (Cameroon) for international .communications.
Cameroon has also constructed the N'djamena-Kousseri link, equipment for which
cost CFAF. 30 million; Cameroon granted this sum to Chad in the form.of loans.
The Ndjamena-Kousseri link, which has been operational since .'13' October 1977,
was constructed by Chadian and Cameroonian technicians; the parties have
signed a tariff agreement for local traffic.

A UNDP/EEC/USAID protocol of agreement provides for development nf the

Logone as a part of the development of the Logone valley in co-operation

with Cameroon.
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Within..tie framework of the activities of LCBC, agricultural development

centres will ..be, set up.

.■...-.

.

■

Creation of the &SSALE-SERBEMEL Stock-breeding Centre commpn to Chad

and Cameroon,

-....■

Development of the rice-growing areas in the South of Chad by China

and N-.rth Korea*

in agreement en economic and technical co-operation was concluded on

20 September 1973 between Chad and the People's Republic of China for preinvestment studies fvr rice cultivation.

-

The Farcha laboratory (Chad) supplies vaccines to the neighbouring

countries,;, the country experts meat><

.

.

A company, the Societe Tchadienne d'exportatiwi des Ressouroes aniraial'es'1

(SOTERA), has been set up which will regulate the import of livestock and

all the,.)?yrrproducts of livestock.

with Japan, China and North Korea.

Agreements are currently being negotiated
-

:

Chad suppli.es meat, to the following countries:

- Saudi'Arabia
- Nigeria

. . -.

- Cameroon (United Republic ...of)
- The Congo. ,.'"■■

=.-

;
.

.

- Gabon

Since. 22 February 1973 an agreement for technical and scientific c'o-

operation in the fields, of agriculture and stack-breeding has existed

between Chad and Egypt.

Chad has great expectations of the Institute for the Sahel, recently
established, within the. framework of ..£ILSS, to seek a solution to the

specific problem's of the Sahel, ; ■ o■■■■

:

-■>■■

.

.

■

Chad is also assisted by the Organisation Commune de lutte anti-

acridienne et antiaviaire (OCX)
Ill-

Training and exchanges of manpower

:

The Ecole Hationale des Telecommunications of SARH, which has a
regional role, has been operating,since 1963.
This school which specia
lizes in radio transmission receives nationals of the Congo, Gabon and
the Central Hfriqan Empire. ■- Chad alone bears the.,operating; expenses of the.-:
school; a new school is under construction.

The.lnstitut^ universitaire.des technicruesjie-l^elevage^also with a

regional role, accepts Congolese, Central African ISnpire.and-Gabonese

nationals8

'

?

-
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Chad makes available to the interested States, The Institut des
recherches pour le coton et les fibres textiles (IRCT), the Farcha labora
tory^, still, administered by the Institut d'etudes de rae"decine veterinaire
des pays tropicauxl and the Institut national pour les sciences humaines
(INSH).

'

Under a. number of cultural and technical agreements, Chad is in receipt
of technical assistance from the following States:

Algeria (20 scholarships for 1977-78).
Egypt (15 scholarships for 1977-78).
Morocco (20 scholarships for 1977-78).
.Iraq (-10 scholraships for 1977-78).
Sudan (3 scholarships for 1977-78).

■ .

People's Republic of Ghina (5 scholarships for 1977-78).

The universities of the Ivory Coast, the United Republic of Cameroon,
Senegal and Nigeria accept Chadian students and trainees in receipt of

national or international sofaalarships.

■

- The Ecole oentrafricainedes controleurs en communication in Bangui

accepts Chadian nationals.

- At the end of the term of the co-operation agreement dated 9

September 1976 between the Niger and Chad, 16 Chadian scholarship holders
are at present studying in the Niger.

- Within the framework ->f the activities cf the Joint Commissions of
which Chad and some African States are members, agreements have been
concluded concerning skilled labour:

-With Gabon: .signature of a co-operation agreement oft labour which

enables Chadians to work in Gabon*
- With the Sudan:

They currently number 140.

conclusion of an agreement on I/7/65 .

- With Senegal: under.the technical co-operation agreement concluded
on 29 May 1970 Senegal makes Senegalese teachers available to Chad for

colleges of general education.

- With Benin:

conclusion of a similar agreement on 2l/l/68.

- With Egypt:

conclusion of an agreement on cultural co-operation

and technical assistance on 10 May 1977.

- With Nigeria:

there exists an agreement on manpower.

Industrial co-operation between Chad and other developing countries
The industrial co-operation agreements concluded by Chad relate only
to the United Republic of Cameroon and Nigeria; however/with the publica
tion of the investment code, this co-operation is tending to expand.

.
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- Chad/United Republic 'of Cameroon'agreements
- With the United Republic of Cameroon Chad has sigred twp protocols of
agreement for co-operation-and co-ordinaticn of the activities fhr'*'ta'e
establishment and operation of the textile industries and cement works.
Cameroon holds 45 shares in the S.T.T. textile factory in Chad, in turn Chad
holds 25 shares in the- Camerooh.ian' CICAM textile plant and 20 shares in the'
Cameranian CIMENCAM cement'factory. In addition Chad "supplies raw cotton
oil (2r000 tonnes) to the Cameroonian S0DH30TON oil-mill. As far as trade in
and tariffs on industrial products are concerned in particular, the Moundou
(Chad; agreements of 20 August 1970 lay down reciprocal references, a joint

commission draws up the annual list of national industrial products which

are to benefit from the special provisions. This joint commission fixes, for
each industrial product, a uniform rate (reduced rate) and the quota beyond

which the tariffs are applied*

- Chad/Nigeria agreement
The agreement between Chad and Nigeria concluded on 9 April 1971
provides for the granting of benefits relating to certain industrial products
such as natural rubber, biscuits, timed food products, cotton fabrics, cement,
petroleum products, refined sugar, soap, non-alcoholic beverages, aluminiumbased products, galvanized corrugated iron, matches and other manufactured
products.

- Negotiations are under way for the institution of special trade
relations between Chad, on the one hand, and the Sudan and the Niger on the
other.

- Chad is a member of the African Industrial Property Organization (OAPl)

set up under the Libreville Agreement of 13 September 1962.

- Although it is nu longer a member of UDEAC, Chad attends all the
meetings of the Unien as an observer with a view tc its possible rejoining.
Financial and material assistance

Chad has received financial and material assistance from the following

countries;

Libyan Arab Jamahirya -

Establishment of a Chad-Libyan bank with
capital provided by Libya.
Construction of a pclyclinic, a young
people's centre, a secondary school.
Supply of sorghum seeds

Establishment of an Arabic school.
Gift of CFAP 15 million.
Loan of $12 million, 6 million in cash
6 in kind.
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Kuwait -

CPAP 1,500 billion for the construction of
buildings for the National Assembly.

Saudi Arabia -

Construction of a mosque estimated at
CPAP 3.5 billion.

China -

Loan of CPAP 11 billion for the construction
of the bridge over the Chari.

I
r-

I

Infrastructure and

Areas of assistance

Nature of assistance

Procedures

Principal developing countries which have concluded technical assistance agreements with Chad

African countries

Central and flest

Country

Recapitulat ion:

X.

Cameroon

Within the framework of the
Lake Chad Basin Commission

(LCBC)

Participant State in the construc
tion of the N'Djamena-Kousseri-

Maiduguri road 80$ financed by

Cameroon is a State bordering on

communicat ions

USAID.

Commission.

Cameroon Chad Joint

the river

Protocol of agreement

umdp/ebc/usaid

Framework LCBC

Joint Chad-Cameroon

Commission

Protocols of agreement

co-operation

oil

Within the framework of the
Loan of CFA.F 30 million advanced

Placing of the Zamegoe ground sta
tion at the disposal of Chad.

Logone

Development of the

Kousseri link.

to Chad for the tf'Djaraena-

Agriculture and
stock-breeding

.

Establishment of agricultural
development centres, "Assale5ERBEMEL stock-breeding centre
-Chad supplies Cameroon with meat

of manpower

Training and exchanges

- Cameroonian holding of shares

experts in the construction of
the. N-'Djamena-Kousseri link

students and trainees*
— Cooperation by Cameroonian

- University of Cameroon - Cameroon accepts Chadian

Industry
- Textile industries

in the capital of the Chadian
STT textile company

CO

CO

Country

Central African

Areas of assistance

Chad provides raw cotton oil to
the Cameroonian company SODECOTON

Nature of assistance'

Intrastruoture and

Road

Opening of the Trans-Saharan

Training of nationals.-of the
Central African Empire

Training of nationals of tne
Central African Empire ■

the two countries

- Reciprocal preferences between

- Oil-mill

:T Trade in,industrial
products
~

of manpower

Training and exchange

- Ecol© Nationale des

Sarh (Tchad)

Telecommunications de

taire ides techniques

- Institut-Universide l'elevage

- The Ecole Centrafricaine des controleurs
en communication de

c omrnun ic at ions

Gift of CFtF 15 million to Chad
by the Niger

Bangui

Direct assistance

-

Procedures

Joint Commission

LCBC

Framework

- - -

Negotiation of special trade

- 80$ subsidized by,U3A.TD

LCBC

:

- Balance by LCBC

relations

Trade

— Intrastruoture and
communicat ions

N'Djameiia-KousseriMaiduguri road

I

Country
— Agriculture and stockbreeding

Areas of assistance

Nature of assistance

Chad supplies Nigeria-with; meat
and livestock by-products

Nigeria grants Chad trade
benefits on industrial pro
ducts and food products
The University of Ibadan accepts
Chadian students to improve their
knowledge of English

Chad supplies meat tc Gabon

manpower between the two States

There is also an agreement on

Stock-breeding

Benin makes general instruction

Dispatch of Chadian scholarship
holders to the University of

of manpower

Training and exchange

Training

teachers available to Chad

Abidjan

manpower. =

Exchange of

tly working in Gabon

140 Chadian workers are curren

The Ecole nationale des Tele
communications de Sarh du Tchad
accepts Gabonese nationals

of manpower

Training,and exchange

industrial products

Marketing of

- Industries

- Stock-breeding

Nigeria

Gabon

Ivory Coast

Benin

Procedures

Trade agreements

Trade agreement

Agreement on cultural co

operation of 11 December
1972

Co-operation agreement in
the field of manpower

21/6/68

on technical co
operation concluded on

o

Senegal

Country
Exchange of manpower

Areas of assistance

Nature of assistance

general education -

The University of Dakar accepts

Stock-breeding

Chad supplies meat to Saudi Arabia

Chadian scholarship holders

Capital investment

Sudan offers scholarships to Chad
with Chad

- Has signed a manpower agreement
- Establishment o£ an Arabic
school -,--■
- Provision of sorghum seeds

- Negotiation:of preferential

a young people's centre,
secondary school

a

- Construction of a polyclinic,

agreements

Trade

- Establishment of a Chad-Libyan
banfc
material assistance

-Financial and

Material-and financial
assistance

Training and
exchange of manpower

Construction of a mosque estimated
at CFAF 3.5 million,.

Training

Senegal makes available to Chad
teachers for the colleges of

II. The Arab Countries
Saudi Arabia

Sudan

Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya

Training and exchange
of manpower

Procedures

29/5/70

Agreement on technical co

operation concluded on

Agreement of I/7/65

Under way

I

Areas of assistance

Development of the rice-growing

Nature- of; assistance

ments under way

Negotiation of the agree

agreements under way

ffego'fc'iation of the

Procedures

Country

Agriculture

Export of livestock and livestock

livestock-by-products by Chad

Export of livestock and

areas in. the. South,of Qhad

ftorth Korea

by-products by Chad
Stock-breeding

Stbc'k-breeiiing
Japan

I

Nature of assistance

Procedures

cultural co-operation and

Areas of assistance

for 1977/78

Country

nationals in Egypt

Loan of $12 million, 6 million
in cash and 6 in kind

Agreement of IO/5/77 on

Direct assistance

Egypt offers 15 scholarships

Training

Offers Chad 20 scholarships

Training of Chadian

Direct assistance

Financial assistance of CPAF 1*
billion for the construction of
the National Assembly buildings

1977/78

over the Chari

- Development of the rice—growing
areas in the South of Chad
- Pre-investment studies for
rice cultivation
- Export to China of livestock
and livestock by-products by
SOTERN

Offer of 5 scholarships to

Chad for 1977/78

agreements under way

Negotiation of the

co-operation

economic and technical

Agx*eement of 20/9/1973 on

Joint Commission

agreement

Cultural and technical

agreement

Cultural and technical

technical assistance

Training

Offer of 20 scholarships for

for 1977/78

•■ Communications
infr astrue ture

Loan of CFAP 11 billion for
the construction of the bridge

Egypt

Algeria
Kuwait

Morocco

III. Asian countries

People's Republic
of China

-• Rice growing

H t ock—breed ing

Training
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Government policy
Gabon's technical co-operation essentially falls^within .the framework of

the1 activities of the African intergovernmental organizations or regional

institutions:

UDEAC,'OCAJS, OAU, etc*;, However, .this policy Qf technical co

operation is increasingly oriented towards bilateral co-operation with the

other developing* countries in vie>T of Gabon's current requirements in terms
of eccrom-.c 3j>d socia,! infrastructure, means of communication, training,
health and hygiene; it is co-ordinated by thei-Iinistry. of; Foreign Affairs
which groups'together the ft.frican; Asia and tatir., America-divisions.
The
Ministry of Planning implements this policy with the co-operation of the
technical ministries concerned,

...

. .

Priority areas of technical assistance

Gabon gives priority to productive agricultural investment, forest
industries., means of communication, huipan advancement, health and hygiene.

These priorities influence' the development of the timber industry and the

exploitation of mineral resources, which are also of concern-to the leaders.
The technical assistance links established, with certain developing

countries relate to the following areas:
I.

' Agriculture,

"

■■.-... ■:.-

- ■

stock-breeding and forest industries

Gabon has set up a plan for fosd supply for the next- five years.

Food

crops and- particularly banana cultivation are the subject of comprehensive

research.
The developing countries which participate in this agronomic
research and the rationalization of cultivation are Cameroon, the Congo,
China and Brazil.

(a)

Agronomic research.

Cameroon's assistance involves supplying Gabon with plant material

(oocoa, Caiaerounian coffee) and sires.for livestock development.

(l 2PJi£°. provides experts interested in this research.
Brazil has been
for technical assistance in the field of cocoa and soya cultivation and
Morocco has been asked for assistance in cultivation of the Brazilian pepper.

(b)

Rice cultivation and market gardening

Gabon benefits from technical assistance from China which makes available
to it specialists in rice cultivation and market gardening.
It also provides

plant material free of charge. Under the trade flews promoted by UDEAC, Gabon
is at present dependent on Cameroon for supplies of food produots.
In stockbreeding and meat, Gabon is part of ;Wie,UDEAC Meat Community.
Its meat
supplies come from Cameroon and Chad*.',,'An agreement is being negotiated with
Argentina for the supplyLof meat and ip.e establishment of ranches. ,
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II*

Communications infrastructure

(a)
1

Trar.3port and lines of communication

Zaire is providing sleepers for the construction of the Trans-Gabon

Railway.

Algeria is participating in the construction of .the Trans-Gabon

Railway by supplying railway equipment.

'

Brazil supplies railway wagons, as well as buses.
As a part of the activities of UDEAC, the river routes are being

improved for community transporto

Gabon is negotiating assistance project for the supply of freight

transport equipmenx with Uganda,

(b)

Telecommunications

•Under bilateral.agreements, direct links have been established between
Gabon, Cameroon, the Ivory Coast, Morocco and Sao Tome and Principe. Gabon
is a member of:

- The African Postal and Telecommunications Unicn (UAPT) responsible'
for co-ordinating and harmonizing postal regulations in the Frenchspeaking countries. The Union is also studying links between these
countries.

- the Pan-African Telecommunication Union (UPAT) under the auspieoes
of OAU.,'

■'-■■.

'

- the Association pour la sScurite de la navigation aerienne (ASEGNA),
a specialized agency of OCAM responsible for managing airports
and air traffic.

III.

Industry

- Assistance from China for the construction of a hosiery factory,
work on whioh is under way,

'

- Request for assistance from Brazil for the establishment of a
chocolate faotory«,

- Request for assistance from Morocco for the installation of sawmills
and the construction of a match factory.

- Assistance from Romania in the form of specialists seconded for
petroleum industry exploitation.

- Development of the tiniDer industry within the framework of the
African Timber Organization (ATO) set up in 1975 and grouping
together Zaire, Equatorial Guinea, the Ivory Coast, Tanzania,
Madagascar, Nigeria, Ghana, Liberia, Cameroon, the Central African
Empire, the Congo and

Gabon.

- 45 ., _ Participation by Gabon in the various industrial projects of UDEAD.
- Gabon is a member of OAPI whose Patent Information and Documentatiqn
Centre is located in Yaounde, Cameroon.

This Centre is responsible for disseminating information on the new
advanced technologies with a view -*f the modernization of industry in

Africa.

Savaral industrialization projects are planned, a few of which have

already been carried out elsewhere in Africa.

fields.;

They cever the following

- Agro-industry

, Project for the establishment nf a sugar
production unit at Francjueville (SOSUHO)

,

. Project for the establishment of a

.

. .

torrefaction unit (coffee).

- Timber industry

- Fisheries
■>■■■ ■

, Manufacture of plywood and veneer by the
Campagnie forestiere du Gabon (CPG).

:

. Fisheries and cannery project (medium term}.
A. fisheries agreement is being negotiated with
Japan.

- Steel works

. Project for an integrated micro-steel works:
scrap iron,

rolling mill,

production of

articles for the building industry

(reinforcement for concrete).

IV.

Training and exchange of manpower

Gabon's policy in training and manpower ia very active and diversified.
Apart from the national training facilities, Gabon benefits from technical
assistance from several developing countries in various training sectors.

(a)

National structures

..Gabon has a university which "is open to all interested countries; the
university's school of engineering, which specializes in the fields- of . telecommunications, electronics, mining and electrical engineering, acceptsMauritariian nationals. The African data processing institute (regional .=
institution established in Gabon) receives nationals from 11 Central and
West African countries. The Association of African Universities sends
scholarship holders to the University of Libreville. Gabon also makes
available to interested States the facilities of its Institut national de
la jeunesse ot des spirts set up in 1974. The ecole des eaux et forets

du Gabon which trains engineers aocepts nationals of Cameroon, Chad, the

Congo and the Central African Bnpire.

W

External technical assistance

Gabon sends Gabonese students and trainees

countries:

to the following
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CAMEROON

-Training of journalists in the .Ecole superieure
internatiynala de journalisme de Yaounde,..
'■

:"(4 scholarships' from/Gabon in. I976/77).

■

- Training in the Ecoie dea statistiques de Yaounde

(5 scholarships from Gabon).

. - -.

.

1 -Training of agronomists at the Ecole nationaie, :'
superieure d1 agriculture.

CHAD ■-■■•■

:"

^•Training of senior technicians in,the Ecole des,:.

Hiravaux publics de N'djamena in 1976/77 (16 .,>!.
scholarship holders from the Gabonese State)„"I

ZAIRE;-

- Training in the school of meteorology.

UPPER VOItfA

- Training in the Ecole inter-Etats des ing€nieurs;
d'e<iuipemen\ rural in Ouagadougou and the Ecole :

;

inter-Etats supe'rieure de lfhydraulique in

Ouagadougou,
IVORY COAST

.

;

.

'.

- Training of officers at Bouake".
t riTraining of- students in the University ©f

Abiddran (two medical students from the Gabonese ':

State holding scholarships in 1976/77).
SENEGAL

i

-■Training in the Boole des sciences:.et. de ;.
, m^qtecine veterinaire in Dakar (regional
institution)*
...
■

'

:
[

- One student (scholarship holder) in pharmacy in \

1976/77.

.

_

.

.

:

- 3 scholarship holders trained in fisheries
.-techniques. .

*

■'■

j

*'- 5 scholarship holders trained in documentation, J,,.
- One student (scholarship holder) in natural
science.
...MCRpcca.

Morocco also receives
students interested
in tourism'-arid haridiorafts.' Gaining of :
seourity personnel.

-

j

....

1

- Training in science and technology (20 scholar- |

ships from Morocco in- .1976/77), .'

•.'■■'.

"

] "

- Medical 'trailing (one scholarship holder from

|,.

the Gabonese State in 1976/77).

- Physical education (one scholarship holder tvoaiVGabon).

:-

.

■■■■.■

.

■ .

.-. -

;.:;..-

v.. :-\:/.

-; Accounting (3 schblarship holders, from Gabon.).
NIGER

|,

'! F

-'3 student scholarship'holders frpm the.. Gabon.ese '■
State in meteorology.

TOGO

- 1 student scholarship holder from the Gabonese
State in economic sciences.

...

,

. .

i
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- 1 student scholarship holder from the Gabonese
State in horticulture? scholarships from the
Gabonese State for the study of the petroleum
industry.

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
OP CHINA

- 8 scholarships offered by China for studies in
science and technology.

BRAZIL

- 4 scholarships from the Gabonese State for the
purpose of study in the field of the merchant
navy.

EGYPT

(c)

"

- The Egyptian State grants, scholarships for:
training of senior and middle-level staff in
the field of agriculture.

Import of manpower

Gab*n receives workers from the following countries:
CAMEROON

811 persons in 1976

CONGO

189

CHAD

76

"

in 1977

Trade, banking

Under the UDEAC

and transport

agreements

Forest indus
tries

Forestry work,
operators of

machinery

CENTRAL AFRICAN
EMPIRE

45

in 1977

Operators of

UDEAC

machinery,

construction
industry
SENEGAL

797

in 1976

Construction,
public works,
hotel trade

UPPER VOItfA

331

in 1976

Construction,
public works

TOGO

669

in I976

bilateral
agreement

bilateral
agreement

Drivers;
fishermen

BENIN

543

in 1976

Construction,
public works

MALI

318

in 1976

Drivers

BURUNDI

60

in 1976

Farmers, stock

SAO TOME AND
PRINCIPE

136

in 1976

Railway work

PHILIPPINES

900

in 1976

Road works in

no agreement

negotiated

breeders

Port-Gentil

bilateral
agreement

■

-. 4* -

NIGERIA

GUINEE

71 persons in 1976 " '

^'/\ /: 43;' ;'«\ :

IVORY COAST

139

EQUATORIAL

92

LEBANON

72

"

,«■"■.

Fisheries "

-Trade,'-^;

"'

«t

:Ira*» and South Korea provide Gabon with technical assistance in the

field of construction*

V.

•

Direct financial assistance

financially assists certain African countries, including Rwanda,

Burundi, Sao Tome and Principe, Benin and Chad.

»■■

I

Country

Recapitulation:

I.

Ixphafi&e of manpowar

Training and exchange
of manpower
. Training

Telecommunications

Agriculture and
stock—breed ing.

Areas of assistance

.-.

technical assistance

.

Gabon in the forest-depots

Nearly 100, Chadianai^rg working in

- Chad..acce^tg,^Gatwn^-aenih th^gco
des. travaux-publics ;de NMjamena

- C&ad sends students to theecole
des eaux et forets c

- Supplies meat to Chad

transport)

Nearly 900 Caraeroonians are working
in Gabon- (commerce, banking and

Training of Gabonese journalists
"
of Gabonese statisticians
of Gabonese agronomists

Cameroon and Gabon

; ,^,.rare direct links between

products, meat

-:Su£ply..;fco Gabon of food

Supply of plant material (cocoa,
coffee.) and sires

Nature of assistance'

Principal developing countries which

Central and T?est
African countrieg

CHd)

Stock-breeding
Training

Manpower

Direct assistance

eounter the drought

Financial assistance from Gabon to

Procedures

agreements

with.. Gabon

Under the UDEAC

Bilateral agreements

Bilateral agreements

I

&
1

Country

3AI3E

CENTRAL AFRICAN
EMPIRE

"BIHUNDI

* 6£'/assistance
Agriculture
Training
Kanpower

Transport and
communications
Industry

Transport

Training

ftanpower

Manpower
Xireot- assistance

-Nature of assistance
- Secondment of experts

g of students to the ecole
des eaux et forets du Gabon

in Gabon

Nearly two hundred Congolese are
employed in the forest industries

- Zaire is co-operating in the construc
sleepers to Gabon

tion^ the Trans-Gabon Railway \yy

supplying

Zaire trains Gabonese in meteorology
Assistance project in the field of
freight

The ecole des eaux et forets du Gabon
.

receives nationals of the Central

African Qnpire

Training of Gabonese at the ecole des
cadres raoyens de douanes de Bangui
- Almost 50 nationals of the Central
African Bnpire are working in
construction or are operators of
machinery in Gabon

The Burundians are working in agri
culture and stock-breeding
';.

Gabon provides financial assistance
to-Burundi

Procedures

Member country of UDEAC

Bilateral agreement

Being negotiated

Member country of

UDEAC

Bilateral agreements

IT.

I

RWANDA

Country

Direct assistance

area of assistance

Financial assistance from Gabon

Nature of assistance"

Bilateral agreements

Procedures

Bilateral agreements

Bilateral agreements

Bilateral agreements

Direct assistance

- Financial assistance from Gabon

Public health

.

-.

Nearly 800 Senegalese are working in

following, fields; pharraaoy, veteri
nary medicine, natural sciences
documentation, fisheries

Training of Gabonese students■■■in the

axe.employed in Gabon

139 nationals of the Upper Volta

- Training of medical students at
the University of Abidjan

Bouake

- Training of Gabonese officers , at

works '■ in Gabon

working in construction and public

331 nationals of the Upper Volta are

l'Hydraulicnie de Ouagadougou..

Training of Gabonese in the e"cole
inter-Etats d'ingenieurs d'dquipement
rural and the Ecole superieure de

are working on the Gabonese
railways ,.
■

- Nearly 150 workers from Sao Tome

personnel

- Secondment of Gabonese health

Training

Manpower

Training

Manpower

Trailing

Manpower

SAO TOME AND
PRINCIPE

UPPER VOLTA

IVORY COAST

SENEGAL

Manpower

Gabon in construction, public works
and the hotel trade

CM
ITS

Country
TOGO

NIGER

BENIN

Arab countries
MOROCCO

Areas of assistance
Training

Manpower

Training

Direct assistance

Agriculture*

Telecommunications
SecurityTraining

Nature of assistance
Dispatch of Gabonese scholarship
(Lome)

holders to t.he University of Togo.
Nearly 700Togolese drivers and
fishermen.live in Gabon
Gabonese scholarship holders are
studying meteorology in the Niger
Benin

- Financial assistance from Gabon to
- Almost 550 Beninese are working in

Gabon in the construction and public
works sector

- Assistance from Morocco in the field
of cultivation of the Brazili-in
pepper

two countries

■ Direct links exist between the

security

;

Material assistance in the field of
Morocco has granted 20 scholarships
trains in the following field&s

m science and technology and recei
ves Gabonese students which it

accounting, security (military assis
tance;, tourism, handicrafts, '
physical education

Procedures

Country

TUNISIA

KG7PT

SAUDI ARABIA.

Latin America

and Philippines
BRAZIL

Areas of assistance
Industry

Training

Communications
Agriculture

Material

Agriculture

Transport and
communications
Industry

Training

Manpower

i—

i. _.

Nature of assistance

___

Request to Morocco for assistance for
the installation of services and the
construction of a match factory

hort iculture

- Accepts Gabonese students in

- Supply of railway equipment to Gabon

f scholarships for training of
senior and middle-level agricultural
staff in Egypt.

Project for the construction of a
polytechnic institute
■ -.■■■

:

- Brazil assists Gabon in 'the field of

agronomic research, with a view to the

development of cocoa and soya

cultivation

well as buses

- Brazil supplies railway wagons as

ifcqiMw* by,Gabon for assistance for
the-construction of a chocolate

factory

gaining of Oabonese scholars**
holders in the field of the merchant

Assistance frcm Brazilian experts

Procedures

Being negotiated
within a joint

commission

IV.

ARGENTINA

Country
Stock-breeding

Areas of assistance

-Establishment of ranches in Gabon

- Supply of meat to Gabon

Nature of assistance

negotiated

Being

Procedures

in Port-Gent il Gabon has

Makes available experts in rice culti

accepted, almost a thousand workers

of roads

Supply of manpower for the development

Town planning

Agriculture

vation and market gardening to Gabon
Supplies plant material

Assistance for the; construction of

Training

China seconds doctors to Gabon

China offers scholarships for studies
in science and technology

a hosiery factory

Manpower

Industry

Construction

Supply of manpower for the construc
tion of buildings in Gabon
.'■-.■

Supply of articles for department
stores

Supply of experts in commercial
management

Assistance for the revival of
agriculture

Being1 negotiated

PHILIPPINES

Asian countries

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
OP CHINA

;

SOUTH KOREA

JAPAN

Agriculture and
fisheries

Secondment of doctors

Fisheries agreements
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BURUNDI

Government policy

The Republic of Burundi conducts a fairly diversified policy concerning
tebhhioal co-operation/with the other developing countries., This op-operation
is organized and co-crdinated by the offices of the Prime Minister and the
Ministers of Planning, Foreign Affairs and International Co-operation.
It
seente tc be oriented on the basis of the priority areafe identified by. .the

Government in the field of development.

Priority areas concerning technical assistance
Burundi gives priority tc the development of agriculture,

infrastructure, social infrastructure and agro-indistry.

communications

The technical

assistance ccrcerning these priority areas.may. be outlined as, follows:- .
Agriculture - stock-breeding

.

.., „

.

,

: =.

Egypt assists Burundi by^supplying it with experts tn study irrigation,

drainage and the installation of processing plants for agricultural produce.

Kuwait is financing a project relating to coffee.,

, ■ -,,.■ ,■,--.■■

Saudi Arabia drew up the reforestation plan.
It is also financing the
development of the Remonge region, which is rich in palm groves and various

plantations (coffee, bananas, rice, maize,, ground-nuts, beans, soya, cassava,,
citrus fruit, etc.).

Abu Dhabi is financing a fisheries project.

The Libyan Arab Jamahirya participated in the establishment of a joint
Burundi-Libyan finance company in which, jt may.hold a share of up to 60 per

cent. This company is'responsible for drawing up. and ensuring the implementa
tion of the budgets in all sectors, and particularly the agricultural sectors.
■••■*•' UHDP is-participating in the studies concerning the development of the
Kagera Basin, which is of interest to Rwanda, Burundi and Tanzania.
This is ah irit-egrated development project, which provides.for development
cf the^agrtcultural Sector, the subsoil, the.industrial potential, -tourism,

human-resources and tlie tiealtn sector.

Rwandese, Tanzanian and Burundi

experts are'conduct ing studies with co-operation by

k

Tanzania and Burundi have jointly undertaken to develop the Malagarazi

valley for the development of sugar-cane, cultivation,. thevfignt against

cattle diseases (foot-and-mouth disease, rabies, pattle.plague), eradication.
of the- tsetse fly in the border region and organization of fishing on Lake

Tanganyika.

The veterinary services in-Burundi and Rwanda are co-operating in joint
research on cattle diseases and are working together to combat these diseases*
Joint'action is also being carried out for soil prqtectipn and anti-erosion

measures.

:

'.'■■■

:

■■.,'■■■

■

■

, r.......
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Communications intraBtruoture - Transport

A.
The Libyan Arab Jamahiriyar Kuwait and the United Arab Etairatear contri
bute financially to road construction. The People's Republic.of China is

participating in the opening up nf the South-east region, with the construc
tion of the Bujombura-flutovu road.

Burundi received a loan *t $7,500,000 from BADEA for the construction pf
the Bujiimbura-Cibitoke" road. This road will be supplemented by the qonstruotion of the Ruhwa-Bugarama section in Rwanda.
.
B.

Transport

.

.

-

■

"■

■'-'•■'—

Burundi, Rwanda, Zaire, Tanzania and Zambia, the States bordering en .

Lake Tanganyika, are at present studying conditions for the establishment of
an international shipping company on Lake Tanganyika.

Under the GEPGL (Economic Community of the Great Lakes Countries)

agreements, Burundi, Rwanda and Zaire are endeavouring to develop their air
transport network by"setting up a multinational air cargo company.

It should be mentioned that almost all Burundi's imports and exports

pass through Tanzania (ports of Dar-es-Salaam' and Kigoma, Kigoraa-dar-esSalaam railway).

Tanzania and Burundi plan the construction of a*railway line Muspngati-.

Kigoma and two roads, namely: "'Bujumbura-Nyanza-Lac-Kigoma and Muyinga-Rusumo.
Industry and energy

(a)

Industry
China is financing the construction of a textile factory at Bujumbura

which will employ a thousand people.

North Korea is financing a factory to manufacture agricultural implements

at Bujumbura.

■

Between Rwanda and Burundi
which enables Burundi to import
record-players, banana industry
cides, fishery products, cotton

(b)

there is an industrial, integratipn .agreement
from Rwanda cigarettes, cement, radios and
products, and to export to Rwanda .insecti

fabrics, plastic bags and ceramic producta,

L.

Energy

TheMugere Dam whose construction is planned will ^ugpiLy,"electricity to,
Bujumbura* The Libyan Arab Jamarihiya had undertaken a prospecting mission

with a view to oil and natural gas development.

--

■

Under the activities of CEPGL, studies are planned on the various uses
of Kivu methane, the ■exploitation of peat and the use of solar energy;

construction is also planned of a dam on the Ruzizi II.

Rwanda and Burundi^^

are planning joint^exploitati^n of the peat bogs in the Kanyaru valley

those of the common lakes.

^1
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(a)

Spcial infrastructure

The Libyan Arab Jamahiriya is financing the construction of a primary
a library, student halls of residence..

school,

Saudi''Arabia is financing a hospital•

plan to finance the construction of hotels,*

The Arab Emirates (Abu Dhabi);
■ "

;

■

'

;:

'"■'

An. ADB project provides for improvements, in the town of Bujumbura! which!
is estimated at 4$500,000 units of account;

ADB has also granted Burundi a

lean of:5 million units of account for the construction of the "Source dii!

Nil" hotel.

(b)

'

■

1

:

Training and assistance in the form of personnel

'\

Tb?e Burundi University of Bujumbura accepts Rwandese and Zairian
student^. :Biis?undi also sends students holding scholarships to the universi
ties of iZaire andrthe University ^f Butare in Rwanda? it trains Rwandese
fishermen in Bujumbura.

In the field of teaching Burundi is assisted by Sgypt

which makes technical personnel available to it (dispatch of Egyptian teachers
financed by the Arab League)* ■ Egypt also provides technical staff in the
fields of agriculture and public health and provides further training,

Algeria offers study scholarships and. training as well as the Libyan
Arab Janjahiriya which finances instruction in the Arabic language and Islamic
studies in the University of Burundi.

;

The People's Republic of China assists Burundi in the field of sport
by supplying qualified personnel.

The University, of Dakar accepts Rwandese students in pharmacy and
medicine*

■

,

■.

::

.

.,

The; University of Yaounder(Caimeroon) accepts students at the Institut
des relations internationales du Cameroun.
.".-'.
n Burundi and Tanzania a cultural agreement' has been concluded
which prpvides for the dispatch of four Swahili language teachers to Burundi

and four- French language teachers ta Tanzania*

;..

c

The Association des Urjiversites partiellement rpu entierement d'e langue

francaiise (AUPELP) prom^tea exchanges between universities.

1
CO

1

Recapitulation:
Country

Kuwait

Saudi Arabia

Libyan Arab

Jamahiriya'

Abu Dhabi

Algeria

Nature of assistance

Principal developing countries which have concluded technicalassistance agreements with Burundi
Areas of assistance

Training - personnel

- financing of a project concerning coffee

- Placing of Egyptian teachers at the disposal of Burundi
- and technical staff in the field of health

Agriculture - stock-breeding

Secondment of expert personnel to study irrigation, drainage
and the installation of a processing, plant for agricultural

Agriculture - stock-breeding

- financing of road construction

produce

Infrastructure

- financing of the development of the Remonge region

'!"

- offers study and training scholarships

:

- financing of the construction of hotels inside the country

- financing of road construction

- financing of a fisheries project

- is financing the instruction in the Arabic language and
Islamic studies organized by the University of Burundi

- offers study and training scholarships

library, student housing"

■* is financing the construction of a primary school, a

natural gas industry development

- has dispatched a prospecting mission with a view to oil and

- establishment of a joint Burundi-Libyan finance company
with 60 per cent share
- participation in the financing of road construction

-r financing of a hospital

- financing of a reforestation plan

Agriculture - Forestry

Soc ial infrastructure
Financing of several
projects
Energy

Social infrastructure
and training

Fisheries

Road infrastructure
Social infrastructure
Training

*
i

i

People's Republic
of China

Infrastructure
T ,
x
Industry - energy

Financial assistance

Training and secondment

North Korea

Training

Agricultural and
stock-breeding

Training

Senegal

Cameroon

Tanzania

Transport

Training and secondment
of personnel

- construction of the Bujumbura-flutovu road;.;

. ■■

- construction of a textile factory in Bujumbura
- construction of the Mugere dam to supply electricity to
Bujumbura
.
.-. r^-- .

- assists Burundi in the field of sport by supplying
technical personnel

in Bujumbura

'

;

:

■

:

- is financing an agricultural implement manufacturing plant

sity of Dakar

- training of Burundi pharmacists and. doctors at the Univer

participates in the development of tje Kagere basin
participation in the development of the-Malagara^f valley
participates in the joint fight against cattle diseases
eradication of the tsetse fly in the border region

international relations

- training of diplomats at the Cameroon Institute for

-

-

- co-operates in the development of fisheries on Lake
Tanganyika .
.

- participation in the study on conditions for the

establishment of an international shipping company on
Lake Tanganyika

- assists Burundi in exports, and imports by making available
to it the port instillations in Dar-es-^alaam and Kigoma
. ■

:

and ^the.railway Kigoma-Dar-es-^alaam and the related

facilities

- joint..project concerning the construction of a railway line
Musongati-Kigoma and the project for the roads Bujumbura-

Nyanza-Lac-Kigoma .and Muyinga-Rusumo

- cultural agreement which provides for the dispatch of Swahili
language teachers to Burundi and French language teachers
to Tanzania

CD

R-randa

6 a ire

Zambia

Agriculture and
stock-breeding

Infrastructure and transport

Energy

Industry
Training

Transport

Energy

Transport

- participates in the development of the Kagera Basin
- co-operates in research on cattle diseases and measures

.

■

against these diseases as well as soil protection and anti-

erosion measures

Cibitoke-Ruhwa-Bugar'ama road in Rwanda

- participates in the construction of the Bujumbura-

- co-operates in the study on conditions for the establishment

setting up a multinational air cargo company

of an international shipping comp^iny on Lake Tanganyika
- under the activities of CEPGLt study of possibilities of

and the common lakes

'.,.....

- joint exploitation of the peat bogs in.the Kanyaru valley
two countries

• integration agreements for industrial products from the

• dispatch of Rwandese students to the University of Bujumbura

- training of Rwandese fishermen in Bujumbura

j-s participating in the study of conditions for the

tent ^ ** international shipping company on Lafce'

^Vt...?cti:ities of CEP^ Participates in the research
national air cargo company

undertaken with a view to the establishment of -a multi-

under the activities of CEPGL studies on the use of iivu
methane gas, the exploitation of peat, the use of solar

c

energy and studies with a view to the construction of the
dam on Ruzizi IT

opening of Zairian primary schools in Bujumbura

dispatch of students to universities in Zaire and Burundi

is participating in the study on conditions for the

X. ■

RWANDA

Government polijy

Rwanda, aware of its land-locked position, gives increasing importance
to technical co-operation among developing countries.
This policy is founded
on the principle of creating links of friendship and solidarity with other
interested countries and consolidating them;1
For Rwanda it is justified by
the many advantages it offers! Talater administrative procedures, assistance
which is uniicd and not expensive, more suitable technologies*
The policy
of technical assistance is co-ordinated by the Ministry of Planning while co
operation in general falls within the ambit of the Ministry of Foreign-Affairs.
Priority areas

Rwanda attaches priority to the following areas:
- food industry technology for processing the products of agriculture and stock-breeding,
- Energy;

Methane and peat

~ Metallurgical industry;
~ Machine tools3
agricultural

industry

Steel works and tin foundry

:

Techniques and equipment for the manufacture of

. . ,

implements

.- Civi-1 --fiBnginefe rings

~

Input.of techniquesrJ*equipment and qualified

technicians for infrastructure operations-

The principal developing countries which have concluded technical
assistance agreement with Rwanda
China
■

i,-

.

.■■*■■
■

.

;■

■

China provides assistance to Rwanda in the following areas:

rice

cultivation, planning of sugar-cane and construction of a sugar factory,
development of marshland, asphalting of the Kigali-Rusumo road and construc
tion of a cement plant.
It finances these projects, makes technicians
available to Rwanda and provides training on the spot or grants training
scholarships to Rwandese technicians0

.

North Korea

It provides cultural assistance by financing the construction of a
palace of culture and offering training scholarships,
Saudi' Arabia

Is participating in the construction of the. Kigali-Gatuna road by

granting a loan of US $9»3 million.
Libyan Arab' Jamahiriya

' . .

.

It has set up a commercial bank which finances:

■'"

. ..

'■

'

-
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(1) The societe mixte de financement de Kigali with capital of RFI
100 million. Rwanda has 49$ of the shares.

(2)

The societe mixte pour la promotion hoteliere et touristique de
t

Rwanda in Kigali, with capital Of $8.8 million*

Rwanda's share is

(3) The Societe pour le developpement et la commercialisation des
produits agricples et d'elevage (SODEPARAL), a limited company with capital
of US %2 million.

:

Libyan Arab Jamarihiya also receives Rwandese students.

Kuwait, Egypt,

Abu Dhabi have also concluded technical assistance agreements with Rwanda=

BADEA which is financing the hydroelectric project on the MUKUNGWA,

with a loan of $6 million, .has also granted $5 million for an agro-pastoral
project,

- -

-

The African Development Fund (ADF) has also granted a loan of 5 million
units of account

for the extension of the water supply network in Kigali

and Butare.

=

-'

Education

;

>

'

'-■

.

■.

Benin, Tanzania, Madagascar, Kenya, Senegal,- Uganda, Zaire, Mauritius,
the United Republic of Cameroon and Venezuela receive Rwandese students.
The Libyan Ara& Jamahiriya .seconds Arabic Language teachers to the
University of Butare*
"...
, '. "
.

■

.
.

Within the framework of subregional co-operation, Rwanda, Burundi and
2aire are co-operating in economic integration projects within the Economic

Community of the Great Lakes Countries (CEPGL).

Rwanda and Burundi are

planning to participate jointly in development of the agricultural and
energy resources,

as well as in joint health activities-

'

- Scientific information:1and biological material is exchanged between
ISAR and ISARU, and a joint research institute on Arabica coffee is being'
established,,

Kigali is the location of the Institut Africain et Mauricien de

Statistiques et d'Ecoriomie Appliquee (IAMSEA), which is a regional institute
of OCAM.

..

. ■.

-

'

Rwanda, Burundi and Tanzania are co-operating in the Akagera basin

development project (development of marshland and use of the river as a
source of hydroelectric energy).
"■ '"' " ■ ' ■
Rwanda, Burundi, Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Egypt and the Sudan are co

operating in the Lakes Victoria, Kyoga and Mobutu basin hydrometrological
project.
This project is financed by UNDP which entrusts the implementation
to the World Meteorological Organization,

.

....

XI.

(a;

The Somali Democratic Republic

Policy of the Government, machinery for promoting technical
co—operation,

and priority areas:

Like most African countries, Somalia "believes in technical co-operation
amongst African countries as a tool to promote self-sustaining economic
development amongst them.
She, however, considers that the success of
technical co-operation will depend on the availability of trained and
experienced personnel, funds, resources; the free flow of information
between African countries; and the reduction of red-tape in the United
Nations system.

The State Planning Commission is the main agent of technical co-opera
tion Great stress is laid by Somalia on agriculture,
nomads, training, and manpower development,

(b)

the upliftment of

Co-operation with African countries in the field of technical

and non-technical personnel:

Somalia receives scientists, teachers and doctors, on 2-year contracts
from Burundi, ifeypt, the Sudan, Pakistan, India and Sri Lanka.
She has
no technical personnel to export since she suffers a shortage of such
staff herself.

(■c)

Co-operation in the field of research "between Somalia

:and other African countries:

'

.

Somalia, does not undertake research as narrowly defined in co-operation
with other African countries.
But her innovations in the fields of rural
development, the reduction of the Somali language'into written form, Nomadic
Education, re-settlement schemes, crash programmes, sand dune capturing,
mass mobilization, and non-formal education have attracted the attention
of research workers and of visiting missions from Kenya, Benin, Uganda,
Liberia,

(d)

Dahomey and Tanzania.

Co-operation in the field of training of professional and

middle-tgrade personnel:-

Somalia receives scholarships and experts from Iraq, Egypt, Syria,
Kuwait, Iran, the Sudan, and Saudi Arabia. The Arab League also gives
scholarships and experts in medicine, education, mining, marine sciences,;
oil refining,

and in the sugar industry.
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(especially "before independence), Djibouti, Eritrea, and to refugees

from South Africa and Zimbabwe in her University.
In 1977 two students
from Mozambique and Zimbabwe obtained their degrees from Mogadisho
University,

Several students, from the. Liberation Movements of Southerrf Africa

(that is, the African National Congress of South Africa; the Patriotic

Front of Zimbabwej and the South West Africa Peoples Organization of

Namibia) attend Somali Armed Forces Academiofi. Numbers of such students
and the terms and conditions under which they, attend the Academies, are

not available.

.

.

The Somali Institute of Development Administration and Management

M) was opened in 1965.

It contributes $US7,000 per annum to CAFRAD

and $US10,000 per annum to IDEP.

In fact, SIDAM attends only a few of

the seminars arranged by CAFRAD and IDEP because of organizational
problems.
SIDAM uses the Somali language for. all its work.
This has

the effect of excluding non-Somali s from the institute either as students
or as lecturers.

The Arab League have offered to finance a secretarial

and translators training centre at SIDAM.

Other African countries will

be free to use the centre if they so wish.

In 1977 Somalia offered two fellowships to Tanzania and Kenya.
These were for 6 months and 4 months respectively.
The Department of Manpower was created :;n July, 1977, in response to
recommendations by the International Labour Organization and by the
Jasper Report, 1977This Department co-ordinates manpower development
in all sectors of the economy.
In 1977* the Department helped Equatorial
Guinea with medical, para—medical and military personnel in response to
an appeal from the Organization of African Unity.
Somalia could not in
fact afford to do so because, first, she suffers from a shortage of
professionals and technicians.
Secondly, her professionals migrate to

the rich Arab countries where economic and financial prospects are
brighter.
Thirdly, she herself has to rely on professional staff from
International Organizations, Arab countries, India, ..Pakistan and
Sri Lanka.

The work permit committee

.

The committee was established in 1969.
This is in fact an
indigenization committee.
Its duty is to reduce the number of
expatriates in the country and fill posts with unemployed Somalia.
No expatriate may now be employed in Somalia unless he trains a local
candidate to replace him in due course or unless a vacancy exists which
cannot be filled with a local person.
However, foreign entrepreneurs
may bring specialized staff to handle their confidential work if they
so wish*

"

.

Compulsory employment

• .Since .employment is compulsory for all, there are no problems of
unemployment in Somalia.
The problems that have, arisen relate to
under-utilization or under-employment of staff.

The utilization of

staff is, therefore, monitored closely.
In order, therefore, to ensure
that employees are fully occupied or to ensure that .the right man is in

the right job or to check overemployment/underemployment, staff may
expect to be

transferred fairly regularly.

Manpower seminars

,

The Organization of African Unity and the International Labour

Organisation arranged seminars on manpower development.'ah-.JTairo'bi and in

Barnes-Salaam in 1977-

Forty countries, including Somalia, .attended and

participated in the work of the seminars.

Health seminars

Somalia co-operates with her'neighbours,
with them,

in health matters:

for example,

irrespective of differences

two seminars were held in

Nairobi in 1977 on communicable diseases.
Also in ,1977 Somalia, Kenya
and Ethiopia co-operated in a joint campaign against Smallpox.
A Somali
medical:-team under Dr. Abdulahr Deria was in the Sudan in January, 1978*
to study immunization techniques against Tuberculosis, Smallpox, Whooping
Cough,

and Measles.

(e_)

Provision of equipment by Somalia for the implementation of
.

specific projects in other African countries and vice versa!

Somalia has no projects in other African countries.

Consequently

she does not send equipment for projects in other African.countries.
For her part, she receives no project equipment from other African
countries since she has no joint projects with them.

(if)
;

Financial assistance (loans etc.) Somalia makes and or
receives from other African countries:

Financial assistance is neither given to other African countries "hy

Somalia nor received by her from them.
This is because these countries
are not ina financial position to grant loans to each other.
However,

Somalia has received the following loans from Arab countries and Financial
Institutions:

.

US$3,000,000 loan granted to Somalia for the development
of Kisimayc Airport.
over 10 years* ~ <■

(*i)
(iii)

Algeria;

The loan is at a low interst rate,
:
.:

repayable

The -Algerian Development-Bank has given Somalia

US$1,000,000 for various projects.

■

.. i

Saudi Arabia (Fund for Arab Economic Development) has
granted Somalia an interest-free loan of. US$28,000,000

.

with a 10—year period of grace to enable Somalia to
enlarge her textile plant,

expand the sugar factory,

undertake livestock research and breed cattle.

(iv)

:

.'.//.;

The Kuwait Development Fund has lent Somalia US$45,000,000
for electrification, development of grazing land,: livestock
projects, and the upliftment of nomadio people.
The loan"

is repayable at 1.5$ interest over 30 years, with a 5""year

period of grace.

(v)

The Abu Dhabi Development Fund has granted US$78, .000,000_
to be used for various agro-allied industrial projects,

(vi)

The Arab Fund for Social and Economic Development (Kuwait)
has lent Somalia US$48,OOO,OOO to be used for roads,
resettlement programmes,

agriculture,
industries.

(vii)

irrigation,

■

sugar production,

and for the establishment-of agro—allied

The Islamic Development Bank (Jedah, Saudi Arabia) loaned
Somalia US$7,OOOtOOO in 1978.

This is to bt used for the

development of cattle ranches (i.e. rangeland development
projects) as well as for industries connected therewith.
(viii)

African Development Bank:

This has also provided funds to

finance various projects.
Copies of agreements setting out detailed terms and conditions under
which these loans or grants are made are not available.
Joint projects between Somalia and other African countries:

The biggest joint venture Somalia has with any country is with Libya-—

the Somalia/Libyan Agricultural Development Company (LIBSOMA).

This was created

by Decrees of the two Governments -in June., 1974» with a capital of
US$100,000,000.
The Company has two Boards—the BoarcL of Trustees comprising
four Ministers and four Directors;

Somalis and two Libyans.

and a Board of Directors comprising three

Trustees and Directors are normally Ministers of

Finance and of Agriculture.

They are assisted by Somali and Libyan auditors.

Meetings are held once a month.

Decisions are by simple majority—the only
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condition being that the majority must not consist of nationals of only one
country but must include representatives of both countries.

The Company is controlled as to 51$ "by Somalia and as to 49^ by Libya.
It was created in 1974 and started work in 1975. Its first project is the
Afgoi-Mordile Irrigation Project. The plan for this project covers 4,000
hectares of land. At present only 600 hectars are under cultivation.

Oil seeds (sesame, sunflower, groundnuts), cereals, tobacoo, cotton, rice,

are currently being cultivated.

future.

It is planned to deal with livestock in

Problems that have arisen in the course of operations relate to
finance, delays in obtaining policy decisions since the Governments are
thousands of miles apart and means of communication are poor, ideological
constraints since there is no identity of outlook between the partner
States, and the fact that decisions have to be made bry majorities of
different nationalities. WLUst this requirement may serve the purposes
of democracy, it causes delays and so defeats the ends of efficiency.

(h)

Assistance received by Somalia from developing countries of 4sia and

Latin America:

Somalia receives medical doctors, on 2-year contracts, from India.

The Mogadisho Polytechnic.Institute; the National Threatre; the Balad
Irrigation Project valued at US$18,700,000; and the Cement Factory in
Berbera valued at' JJS$5,800,000 were built with assistance from the Peoples
Republic of North Korea.

The Peoples Republic of China has also made a grant of US$3,200,000 ' "
to Somalia to enable her to build and to staff (in 1976 there were 34
Physicians in Mogadisho, Gcilkanyo, and Beletwyn) Maternity and Pediatric
Hospitals and outpatients clinics in Mogadisho; a sports stadium in
Mogadisho to seat 30,COO people; and she has helped Somalia develop
drinking water in Hargeisa, Galkayo, Baidoa, and Gardo. Lastly,-Somalia
obtained a loan of US$64,000,000 from China to construct the 1,045 kilometre
Beletwyn-Burao Road.

Pakistan has offered Somalia places at the Bankers Training College,

Karachi; medical supplies and equipment for hospitals.

Documents setting out the detailed terms and conditions under which

this assistance is given are not available.

XII.

- ($)
.

The Republic of Uganda

, Policy of the Government, machinery for promoting technical
co-operation and priority areas:

■

The East Africa (High Commission) Orders-in-Council, 1947-1961,

vested the control and administration of certain services common to Kenya,
Tanzania and Uganda in the East Africa High Commission and in the East
Africa Central Legislative Assembly. The Orders-in-Council were replaced
by the East African Common Services Organization Agreements, 1961-1966.
The latter were in turn repealed and replaced by the Treaty for Ekst
African Co-operation'on the 6th June, 1967. The Treaty created a wide
range of legislative, executive, judicial, administrative, financial,

social and cultural institutions to advance the common objectives of the

Community.

These common objectives were:

"to strengthen and regulate the industrial, commercial,
and other relations of the Partner States to the end
that there shall be accelerated, harmonious and balanced
development and sustained expansion of economic activities
the benefits whereof shall be equitably shared."

To this end the Community established and maintained a common
customs tariff and a common excise tariff; abolished restrictions on
trade between the Partner States; inaugurated a common agricultural
policy; established an East African Uevelopment Bank; retained freedom
of current account payments between the Partner States and freedom of

apital account payments necessary-to^further the aims of the Community;

harmonized the monetary policies of Partner States; and carried out such

other activities as were calculated to further thfe aims of the Community. ■
The life of the Community extended from 1967-1977. Uganda's'experience

of technical co-operation with her neighbours may, therefore, be said to
extend from 1947-1977, a period of 30 years. This experience colours
Uganda's attitude to technical co-operation amongst developing countries:
Negatively, she views such co-operation with scepticism because of the
circumstances leading to the recent dissolution of the East African

Community. Positively, she regards a qualitative transformation of the
International Economic Order as a pre-recruisite to technical co-operation.
Such technical co-operation is regarded as being essential to collective
self-relaiance amongst developing countries since that is the only way
in which developing countries can reduce their dependence on developed
countries.

Success will, in Uganda's view, depend on several factors:

First, the political will by all countries to co-operate.

Secondly, the
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availability of foreign exchange to enable developing countries to acquire

skills and appropriate, tech^ogy irom other <^^ ^™?" J£?*'

the availability of trained and experienced personnel to man all facets

of t^naUonal life.

Finally, the willingness of Finance Institutions,

which are currently oriented towards developed countries, to amend and
adapt their rules; regulations, procedures, and practices in order to
accommodate the imperatives of the New International Economy Order in

which economic co-operation amongst developing countries is given high
priorityo

Uganda's national paper on TCDC sums up her attitude to Technical

Co-operation amongst developing countries in these words:
"Uganda believes that Economic and Social

Development of developing countries is
the primary responsibility of these countries
themselves.

Development as a dynamic process

can only be achieved through determination

and national and collective self-reliance
which in turn can be manifested through
active participation in Technical
Co-operation with other developing^
countries.
The concept of collective
self-reliance among developing nations

should not be construed to mean selfisolation but rather as a positive
complementary capacity in the international

development process.

It is in this regard

that industrialized countries are called
upon to participate in the TCDC."

The Ministry of Planning and Economic Development is the main, but
not the sole, agency for promoting and co-ordinating technical co-operation
in Uganda.

Agriculture, staff training, science and technology are stressed.

(b) ....

Technical co-operation in the field of personnel:

A large number (exact figures are not available) of Ugandan medical,

legal, educational, engineering, and other experts work in Kenya, Tanzania,
Malawi, Zambia, Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland, Ghana, Nigeria and elsewhere
in the world. They do not work under any agreements between the Government of
Uganda and the host countries but have private contracts with their
employing agencies or governments. Otherwise, the Government of Uganda
as such does not send experts to other developing countries. In fact,

she faces a serious -"brain drain* pr Vblem.

experts from other countries:

Consequently, Uganda recruits

First. India,., India 'lias provided Uganda

with expertise, consultancy services and training fellowship^, especially
-in the sugar industry*
These services are usually funded.^;/|he; Common

wealth Assistance Progz-aTime, "by the Indian £ove>nmeht,. or Tjy'the tjganda
Governmento

Secondly, Yugoslavia; has provided: Uganda" witli,.experts in the

fields of agriculturej forestry, mining, geology, buijdiiig"construction,

and education*

She has undertaken feasibility:.studies of ihe'Sduth-Bisoga

Sugar Project*
Ugandan students have also been sent to Yugoslavia' for;
training in various disciplines^
The method of financing between the two

countries has been that the visiting team pays its.far#s to.and from the
host country whilst the host oountry meets all local expenses.. Equipment

has been bought from Yugoslavia on contract finance or supplies credit
arrangement.

Thirdly, Egypt..
She provides. Uganda with medical doctors, dentists,
pharmacists, university lecturers; industrial specialists in textiles,
sugar, paper, cement, soap and plastics*
Present trends towards Islam
in the country have led to an increased emphasis on Arabic and Islamic
studies in Makerere University and other educational institutions.
This
in turn has led to the recruitment of several Islamic scholars from the

Arab world* Fourthly, Arab Technical Assistance Fund:
The Fund has
provided Uganda w-Loii US$ 172.000 to Jrelp recruit experts from Arab League
Countries to work in various sectors of the Ugandan economy*

Fifthly, Ghana; - secondary and post secondary school teachers/lecturers
were recruited from Ghana ."tinder an agreement with the Ghana Government*
Their salaries were paid in full by the Uganda Government.
The arrangement
is no longer operativs,.

*" ■

(c)

Co-operation in the field of research:

'The defuvicVSast African ?owrK-?J.ty had established several research
institutions in each of the three partner States:

t

.

Kenya hosted the following institutions?
The East African Agricultural
and Forestry Research Organisation; the East African Meteorological
Research Department; the East African Industrial Research Institute;
the Leprosy Research Institute; the Maize .-Research Centre; the East
African Veterinary Research Organization; and the Tuberculosis Research
Centre0
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-

Tanzania hosted the following institutions:
The East African Tropical
Pesticides research Institute; the last African Pesticides Control
Organization; East African Institute for Medical Research; East African
Institute for Malaria and Vector Borne Diseases; and the East "African

Marino

Research Organisation.

Uganda hosted the following Institutes:
East African Freshwater
Fisheries Research Organization; East African Virus"Research Institute;
2fest African Trypanoscraiaeis Research Organization.
All these -Insti&ites provided a rich fund of high-level manpower,
know-how; specialized equipment and specialized information for the
partner States^
Although the East African Community is defunct, these
Institutes still operate as national Institutes.
They still exchange
information on terms and conditions approved "by each Government.. Other
developing countries may also use their facilities on a bilittetal basis.
There is a strong feeling in Uganda that some way may yet'be found to
enable these great Institutions to function regionally or at least
subregionally.

{&) .

Co-operation in the field of training of professional and

middle-grade personnel:

"The Action Programme — A Three-Year P onomic Rehabilitation Plan,
1977-1980", gives education and manpower development a central place in
its scheme of things.
It recognizes that there is an acute shortage of
trained manpower in the country and that unless something is done now to
remedy the defect, there can be no economic and social development.
Accordingly, provision is made for formal and informal training at the
: .. :
primary, secondary, technical, and university level:

(i)

Kakerere University

remains open to whoever wishes to study or

teach in it.
Prior to the dissolution of the Es-st African
Community in 1977) Makerere reserved places for... students from

Kenya and Tanzania.
These States in turn reserved places in
their Universities for Ugandan-students.
The fact that fees
and university entrance requirements differed made the
relationship difficult.
But the arrangements continued until
the break-up of the East African Community in 1977.
Despite
that, the three countries continue to exchange post-graduate

students.
The- former .East African Community'Reeearoh
Institutes also continue to co-operate on an informal basis
in the fields of Viruses, 5-ypanosomiaais, Cancer, Fisheries,
Cotton and Cotton diseases, and agriculture.
The help of the
Economic Commission for Africa in setting up a Graduate
Research Institute to co-ordinate this vital work would be
appreciated.

Makerere offers 15 scholarships to refugees from South
Africa,

Zimbabwe and Namibia.
Zimbabwe students are fimded
by the Commonwealth Fund for Technical Co-operation.
The
number cf students who may be admitted under this scheme is
not limited*
However, in practice only ten students take
up the scholarships each year.

■" -

The Inter-University Committee comprising Vice-Chancellors,:
Ministers of ©iucation, Senior Civil Servants, and Citizens
from Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda still exists despite the
dissolution of the East African Community.
This co-ordinates
policies of the three Universities of East Africa. ■ .

Makerere belongs to the Accra-based Association of
African Universities, the London-based Commonwealth Association
of Universities, and to the Paris-based International Association
of Universities.
Three Makerere students are in the Universities of Ife
and Ibadan in Nigeria training as lecturers.

In'1977 two

Makerere students went to University in Jamaica.
student was sponsored to tour India,

Australia,

Singapore, Thailand, and the Phillipines.

One Makerere
Hong Kong,

-:

Finally, the Arab League Fi;r,d has funded Professors,
doctors, hospital staff, from the Arab World, especially Egypt.
Libya has also granted Ugandan students scholarships to study
in various Arab countries.

(ii)

(iii).

The National Institute of Public Administration . intends to

offer two post-graduate diplomas in Public Administration and
Business Management to other African countries.

Forestry:

Uganda's Agricultural and Forestry Colleges have

.offered places to students from the Sudan,

Ethiopia,

Burundi, Nigeria, Malawi, Kenya, and Tanzania.

Rwanda,

Funds for the

courses have come from bilateral or multilateral sources, from
the Commonwealth Assistance Programme, or from the United
Nations System*

(iv)

Veterinary Medicine and Ajiimal Husbandry;

Uganda'can provide

other developing countries with expertise in these fields.
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Co-operation in the field of research:

Swaziland has developed the Tinkabi Tractor. This took 10 years of
research and work to accomplish. The tractor costs only E3.00O. It is
a simple machine, easy even for peasant farmers to handle. It is easy
to maintain and spare parts for it are cheap ana readily available.

»;Lw did'not co-operate with other «»™—^
the research that led to the invention and manufacture of this tractor,
all developing countries can benefit from the Swazi model.

The harnessing of solar energy for use in the Catering Department
of the Swaziland College of Technology should be of interest to otter
African countries-especially because in contrast to oil, electricity and
other forms of energy, solar energy is plentiful, cheap or free, and
inexhaustible.

,

.

^ The University of Swaziland and Botswana has shared the following
research papers with other African Universities: Kigratory labour in
South Africa; Grain Storage in Africa; and African Medical Herbs.
(d)

Co-operation in the field of staff-training:

First, in the early 1960s Swaziland, Lesotho and Botswana established

a joint examinations council for their Junior Secondary Scho°ls ^

Teacher Training Colleges. Swaziland continues to Participate a<*^ely
in the work of this Council. She also co-operates with Botswana and
Lesotho in two other educational bodies-the Nursing Examinations Board
and the Institute of Development and Management.

Secondly, prior to

1976 Swaziland had a common University with Lesotho and Botswana.

Lesotho has since established her own independent National University.

But the University of Swaziland and Botswana continues to link the two

countries. She offers courses in the Sciences, Humanities, Agriculture
and Law. The University exchanges staff with other African Universities
from time to time on a contractual basis. External examiners are also
appointed from them periodically.

The University of Swaziland and Botswana is a member of the
Association of African Universities based in Accra and a member of the
Association of Commonwealth Universities based in London.

A schedule of foreign students in the University is attached to this
report as Appendix I.

The University has no financial links with other African Institutions,

Its current capital development programme is shared between the United
Kingdom, Canada, and the European Development .Fund. Aid is expected from
USAIE in the near future.

The principal sponsors of scholarships for

(%) .

Unancial assistance re 4yed or given:

Uganda is not in a financial-position to grant loans to other
African Gountrics3
She receives no such loans from other African countries
either.
However, Uganda receives.loans and grants from various sources
—■■ ^he- United Nations system,, the Commonwealth fund for technical .■"'"".

co-6perat: or.v the Arab League, the 4frican ,Development Bank, India,

Yugoslavia, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia.
available.^

(f)

.-

:

, '

Figures for sums involved are not

Joint 'projects with developing countries:

Uganda has undertaken Rinderpest Vaccination Campaigns with Ethiopia,
the Sudan, Somalia, Kenyav and Tanzania,,
She has also made available to
all English-speaking countries facilities of her Dairy Training Programme,
in Naivasha—formerly in Entebbe,
The .Bast African Flying School at Serota
is still a going concern and is used by various countries to train their
pilots* Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda still co-operate on the Lake Victoria
Fisheries Commission,, They also continue to sit together on the Examinations
Board.
Uganda also shares the ownership^ control and management of the
Development Bank with Libya*

(h)

Assistance received from develops *.g countries in '
Asia and Latin Americas

■

..

.

■"'■

An agreement is being finalized with the Institute pif Maize and
Wheat Centre in Mexico to se4; up ai: 32.3t African Research project in
Nairobi, Ker a, .-in which-Makerere Ur versity will part oipate.
As already stated, India has provided Uganda with expertise',
consultancy services, training, f ellowship.S:,and' equipment in all
spheres»

especially in the k

XIII.

(a)
~"

The Kingdom r.f Swaziland

Policy of the Goverment, machinery for promoting technical
co-operation and priority areas:

The Kingdom
of Swaziland supports the need for closer technical
cc—operation amongst developing countries.
She lays stress on links of
trade and education with other developing countries.
She regards this
as a way of reducing dependence on developed countries and of strengthening
collective self-reliance amongst developing countries.
She puts the
caveat, however, that such technical co-operation will succeed only if
certain conditions are satisfied—a favourable political climate conducive
to mutual confidence among developing countries; common interests combined
with the willingness to co-operate and to respect any mutually agreed
arrangements; a clear manifestation of practical advantages to be derived
by each country from TCDC;

and the establishment of formal machinery to

co-ordinate and to implement resolutions.

Great importance is attached to manpower training, agriculture and
forestry.
This is especially the case now that the mining of iron ore
ceased at the end of 1977 when high grade ore was exhausted.

!

The Ministry of Finance and Planning is the main agency for technical

co-operation*

This does not, however, exclude other institutions (e.g.

the University of Swaziland and Botswana) from initiating their own
programmes of technical co-operation.

Agriculture,

sugar,

forestry,

training and manpower development are

given high priority.

(b)

.

Technical personnel received from or given to other
African countries:

Swaziland suffers from an acute shortage of technically trained and
experienced manpower.

She,

thereforei

experts and consultants, from ..Ghana,

relies to a great

Nigeria,

various fields of her national life.

Kenya,

and

extent on
elsewhere in

Although she is happy to use such

expert expatriates as long as they are needed,

Swaziland is teased by

the problem of how to replace them with her own returning students without
breaking their contracts

salary for the

or paying two

expatriate,

studying the expatriate.

salaries

for the

same post—one

another salary for the Swazi national under

The problem must be solved if frustration

amongst young Swazis is to be avoided.
The question of Swazi migrant labourers working in South African

mines,

industry,

and agriculture falls into a different category,

will be the subject of a special conference in Lusaka,

Zambia,

in April,

1978.

and

Republic of
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students are the United Nations, the Commonwealth Fund for Technical
Co-operation, and the Afro-Am eri car. Institute, :The numbers involved
are scheduled in Appendix II to this report.

Thirdly, Swaziland sends,

at her own expense, many students to the Posts and Telecommunications
School In Malawi. Fourthly, the Swaziland College of Technology, admits
students from Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Zimbabwe, (refugees) and South

Africa (refugees) to a wide range of technical and commercial courses.

For examplej. many are. admitted to technician courses in engineering,
electrical engineering, construction engineering, waterworks; science
laboratory technicains; cartography, agricultural mechanics; book-keeping,
typing and other courses of a similar nature. Foreign students are on
scholarships provided "hy sponsoring governments, the British Council,
the Commonwealth Foundation for Technical Co-operation (fop Zimbabwe

refugees) and UNEPSA (for South African refugees).

It is Government

policy to reserve places in all its educational and training institutions
for trainees from other developing countries.

(_e)

Co-operation in the field of technology:

First, the invention, production, and marketing of the Tinkabi
Tractor to which reference has already been made opens up wide areas
of co-operation between Swaziland and other developing countries. This

pre-supposes the weaning of developing countries from psychological

dependence on traditional sources of technology in the developed world.
Secondly, 'forestry:
Swaziland has one of the World's largest man-made
pulp forests.
The techniques she has developed in cultivating and
maintaining these forests can be shared with other- developing countries.
Thirdly, sugar:
this has been Swaziland's single most important export
in every year since 1972. Here too Swaziland has built up the know-how
that can bo shared with other developing countries embarking upon plans
of sugar cane plantation and the installation of sugar mills. Fourthly,
her use of solar energy at the Swaziland School of Technology should
interest other African countries.

(f)

... Loans made to or received from other African countries:

Swaziland makes no loans to other countries.
She, however, receives
loans from the African Development Bank to finance several projects
ranging from rural development to the improvement of infrastructure and
telecommunications.
;
■ ..
On. 22nd October, 1977, Swaziland signed, a Trade Agreement with
Mozambique under which Swaziland will export to Mozambique the Tinkabi
Tractor and other agricultural machinery, planks, woodpulp, pork, beef,
jams, pineapples, fruit juices, rice and day-old chickens while Mozambique
for its part will supply Swaziland with cement, hardwood timber, refrigrators,
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shoes,

garments,

sulphuric acid,

citrus fruits,

pei^oleum products,

coal, tar,

sea foods,

fencing and "building materials.

Joint projects with other African countries;

First,
Botswana.

Swazilandf as already stated, has a common university with
Secondly, she has formed the Southern African Regional Tourism

Council (SARTOC) with Lesotho, Malawi, Mauritius and South Africa (whose
Apartheid policies she rejects). Thirdly, she participates in regional

and inter—regional trade fairs and exhibitions.
Her own trade fair r
continues to attract several African Countries,
For example, Zambia and
Kenya,
Fourthly, Swaziland is building its third sugar mill at a cost
of E120 million in partnership with the Governments of Nigeria, West
Germany, the EBC, the ADB, the IFC, and a number of private corporations.
The nil1 will be in full production in the mid-1980s, producing over
100,000 tonnes of sugar per year.
Finally, South Africa:
Swaziland

imports a very wide range of goods (foodstuffs, textiles, Pharmaceuticals,

machines,

tools etc) from South Africa,

Monetary Area.

She participates in the Rand

In 1970 when the Union of South Africa (as it then was)

was established,

Swaziland entered into a Customs Union with her.
She
re-negotiated this Customs Agreement in 1969.
The Agreement became
operative in March, 1970.
It is financially more beneficial to Swaziland
than the 1910 Agreemente
Swaziland also co-operates with South Africa

in the Southern African Regional Tourism Cc-jicil (SARTOC),

However,

Swaziland stresses that

"together with all other enlightened people of the
world, the Government and People of Swaziland remains
committed to the policy of opposing the concept of
apartheid in all its manifestations.,
Their
participation in the Rand Monetary Area.....*..,....•
is based on a prudent assessment of their country's
needs and on the determination that this would not

imply the support or encouragement of apartheid in
any country,w

(h)

Assistance received by Swaziland from developing
countries in Asia and Latin America:

Latin America is an important outlet for Swazi domestic exports.
From less than El million in 1969, exports grew to nearly E? million
in 1974*
They fell to *E5 million in 1976.
They have remained around
this figure since that date.
Woodpulp accounts for practically all the
exports to Latin America*

Sri Lanka, India, and Pakistan provide Swaziland with medical, legal,
and other technical experts. Scact numbers of the experts involved are

difficult to obtain.

The Republic of China (Taiwan) has since 1971, had an Agricultural

Demonstration Project in Matsapha, Swaziland.

Several Taiwanele experts

and staff hold training and demonstration courses at the Centre,
They
provide equipment materials, and meet all administrative.costs.
In ■

1973 they initiated a successful handicraft promotion project in Mbabane*

Korea has offered medical staff to Swaziland during the period
1970-1978. The programme will cost Korea E282,0OO.

..
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The findings

contained in this report

EP/TCDC/RAP/11-hereinbefore referred to.
since the countries

confirm those of

This is not suprising

selected are representative of the rest

Africa.
Nevertheless we
points that the previous
deal with at all:

of

should emphasise some particular
study did not stress or did not

1.
Since TCDC is a new idea, it is essential that it be
explained fully to all countries.
It must be understood
and assimilated by all officials.
Certainly, copious
literature has been circulated on TCDC in recent months.

But "this is not enough.
It remains necessary for contacts
with officials to be multiplied and for meetings, workshops
and seminars to be held with them on TCDC.
2.

The geographical constraints undqr which londlecke'T coun

tries livej/ compel them to attach ^reat importance t? intraAfrican co-operation, especially in the; fields of infrastructure,
transport and communications, telecommunications., trade.
3.

There

is a

complemcntatarity between the■essentially agri

cultural Sahellan andSavanion economies on the one hand a'rid

the industrial economies of the coastal States on the other
hand.
This .complementarity can form the basis of fruitful
economic co-operation between these

countries.

4?
Consideration of the potential of each country shows that
each country "has a specific1 sector which can serve as a basis

of co-operation with other African or third World'countries.
Classifying countries according to Gross National Product
conceals this factThat is, that _very country has something
to

offer..

TODC

affords a hew approach to

relations

among ■'

'countries of the third World.
It makes it possible to go
beyond the conventional classification of countries into rich
and poor and enables each country to be a giver of something
as well

5.

.s being a receiver

Everywhere people

>f

something*

stressed that

only the political will

and commitment of States will ensure the ultimate success of
TCDC.

j/
There are 14- landlocked countries in Africa viz,
Botswana, Burundi, Central Africa Empire, Chad, Lesotho,
Malawi, Mali, Nijer, Rwanda, Swaziland, Uganda, Upper Volta,

Zambia,

(Zaire).

-
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6.
Links with former metropolitan powers are stronger than
intra-African links because many African countries rely on.
their former colonizers for money,

capital goodso
change

technical

know-how,

and

These psychological attitudes will.have-to

if TODCis to

succeed,

7Technical co-operation between African Countries and
Latin Ar rica is negligible.
Such co-operation i^ more
develoDe- between African countries, Asia, and the Arab

World/
8=

. ,

*

Technical agreements nade between African countries

either with developed countries or with other developing
countries in Asia, the Middle East, and Latin America should

be published and nade readily available so that other countries
in a similar
9.

Lesotho^

situation nay benefit
Botswana

from their

experience.

and Swaziland are landlocked

and

^e^graphicali.y separated from each other by great distances.
Tjiey ,haye Customs. Agreement with South Africa.

They belong

to the Rand Monetary Area,
The South African economy
dominates their economies.
Yet these countries remain
determinedj within these constraints, to participate in
TCDC,
They deserve special^ practical and urgent assistance
to realize this dream.
.'. .
..

10.

The native intelligence,

creativity*

inventiveness,,

ability, energy, enthusiasm aspirations, of the millions of
so called uneducated Africans must be exploited and harnessed
more systematically by African Governments than hitherto, if

they are to solve some of the manpower problems: facing, them.
It will not benefit Africa-in the long term to look:exclusively
to Universities, specialized institutions, and to the developed
world to supply Africa with.'all the technical.manpower she
needs,
Africa must use the manpower she. has in unconventional
waysThis-.will need Africa to undergo a psychological or
attitudinal revolution in these matters.

Appendix I

The number of foreign students enrolled compared to Swazi

Students and their countries of origin, scholarships for foreign studenti
and donors

Countries of Origin

1.

Swaziland

2.

Botswana

3.

1975/76

1976/77 . .. 197.7/78

64.0$

10%

Rhodesia

0.8/0

1*4%

4-

Republic of South Africa

4.8%

6.1%

6.4%

5«

Others

6.4%

1.

Females

Males

37.0^?

58.35?

Agricultural students

38.51.

Non-agricultural students

(Luyengo)

Nationalities

1.

Botswana

2.

Gambia

3«

Ghana

4*

Maputo

5-

Netherlands

6,

Nigerians

7«

South Africans

8.

Swazis

9•

Ugandans

10.

Zambians

11V

Zimbabweians

12.

Lesotho

■42.15s

63.0^

.34.6$

38*5$

61.5$

65.4$

: 61.5$

1975/76

1976/77

^7A8

75

107

4

2

-

1
-

-

-

108

l'

-

1

1

1

_

1

2
1

36

46

295

392

510

1

1

2

1

1

19

36

-

4

48
460

_

560

1
710

Appendix

II

■ SCHOLAHSHIP

SCHOLARSHIPS FOR 1977/78
I.

1.

■Republic of South Africa

2.

Zimbabwe

3-

Lesotho

.-:

.

-;.;

.;-.

UNDER IMP SCHOLARSHIP

\-«

P

M

15

10

1

5

6

1

1

16

16

16

aataata

II.

UNDER I.U.EaP. SCHOLARSHIP

1.

Republic of South Africa

5

2.

Zimbabwe

1

.v;3.

. Uganda

4.

Maputo

-

T

25,

.

9

14
■

5

■

2 ' .

e
2

1.

6

III.

17

23

UNDER COMTIOKWEALTH SECRETARIAT
SCHOLARSHIP

Zimbabwe

3

IV.

UNDEK AFRICAH MERICAK
BISTITUTE

1.

Republic of South Africa

2.

Zimbabwe

SCHOLARSHIP

2

'

.. .... ."■ V ■ ■

15-18

__

■

....'•-. ... -:

.1

'

6
...4 .

■: -- ■ 3 ■■--• --10-

8
•-.

5

■ ■ ■ 13'

\

